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The technique of Laser Multiphoton Ionization (MPI) has
been applied to the spectroscopy and analytical detection of
the xylene isomers. One-photon and two-photon resonant
vibronic spectra are presented for thetransition from the
ground to the first excited singlet state of ortho-,
meta-and para-xylene cooled in a supersonic molecular beam.
Several excited state vibrational frequencies are determined
for the first time. Some anomalies in previously published
spectra of the xylenes, and closely related molecules, are
resolved and reassignments suggested. By comparison of oneand two-photon resonant spectra, a totally symmetric
vibronic transition, 6a, is shown, exceptionally, to
participate in Herzberg-Teller intensity stealing. For
ortho- and para-substitution, a new strong two-photon
vibronic coupling mode, V19b, is proposed, and the
significance of this finding is discussed.
Mass resolved Multiphoton Ionization spectra are also
presented. The dependence of the fragmentation pattern on
laser intensity and wavelength is investigated. It is shown
that the degree of fragmentation can be varied widely, to
the extent that either the molecular ion or the bare carbon
ion can become the most intense peak. A simple kinetic
model, deriving from the ionic states mechanism of laserinduced ionic fragmentation, is suggested as a possible

explanation for the observed behaviour. MPI mass spectra
are also compared with those generated by electron impact
ionization. Differences between the spectra are considered
in relation to the mechanisms involved in the two cases.
Finally, the potential of MPI mass spectrometry
(MPI-MS)

as a sensitive and selective analytical technique

is evaluated. It is shown that the problems associated with
chemical analysis of the xylene isomers can be readily
solved using the laser-based technique. A present
discrimination limit between the isomers of one part in 200
is established and a sensitivity of 40 parts per million is
estimated. The wider analytical application of the MPI-MS
technique is also considered.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
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-

It has been known for almost a century that light
energy can create charged particles. Indeed, it was the
observation of electron ejection from metal surfaces
exposed to ultraviolet radiation that led Einstein,
in 1905, to develop the quantum theory of light.
For gas-phase molecules the minimum energy
required to remove an electron, the Ionization Potential,
is typically of the order of 10 electronvolts
(1 eV " 1.6 x 10- 19 J). Thus, single-photon ionization,
the process illustrated in Figure 1 . 1 (a), can only be
accomplished by the absorption of a photon with a
wavelength well into the. vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
region (X < 200 nm).
The comparatively recent advent of high-power
visible and ultraviolet lasers has enabled a fundamentally
different method to be exploited, namely Multiphoton
Ionization (MPI), in which the Ionization Potential is
exceeded by the absorption of more than a single
photon 1-3
Figure 1.1(b) represents the simplest MIPI process,
involving the simultaneous absorption of two photons
by the molecule, described by G*ppert-Mayer 4 as early
..as 1931.
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Figure 1.1 (a) Single photon ionization,
Non-resonant two-photon ionization,
One-photonresonant two-photon ionization (R2PI),
Two-photon resonant four-photon ionization,
Two-photon resonant three-photon ionization,
Two-photon fluorescence.
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To account for the 30 year delay between the
prediction and observation of optical multiphoton
absorption, the rate of an n-photon transition, W,
must be considered. This is given by
W =

In

where a is the nth order. cross-section (cm 2 ' sec

(1.1)
1)

and I is the instantaneous photon flux (photons cm 2 sec - )
Hence for n > 1 the rate is not linearly dependent on the
photon flux. Cross-sections for allowed two-photon
.1io 50
50 cm4 sec, thus
absorptions are typically -.,10-

conventional visible or ultraviolet light sources,
able to generate as many as 10 15 photons cm 2 sec 1
within a useful spectroscopic bandwidth, are manifestly
inadequate for such a process. By contrast, narrow
bandwidth pulsed lasers are routinely capable of
providing an average flux during the pulse of
10 28 photons cm 2 sec 1 and with multimode operation
the instantaneous flux can be. very much greater due to
photon bunching. For thir- and. higher-order nonlinear transitions the gulf between laser and conventional
excitation rates is even, wider.
In a simultaneous two-photon absorption a
'virtual' intermediate state is populated at the onephoton level. The. virtual state is not an eigenstate,
a 'real' state, of the molecule but is described
quantum mechanically by an energy-weighted summation

-4-of real states with the appropriate symmetry. Hence
the strength of a two-photon transition is proportional
to the square of matrix elements of the form

(S xy ) nm

<mIii. x Ii><ikiIn>

-

-

-

i

(1.2)

hc L -E.

where m and n are the initial and final states,
and 4 are components of the electric dipole moment
operator, hcvL is the photon energy and the summation is
over all real states of appropriate symmetry.
Virtual states often have effective lifetimes of
sec (the photon fly-by time) and only if a second
photon is present during this very brief period can
the molecule interact with both photons simultaneously.
Hence, the high photon flux requirement for a twophoton absorption can be intuitively rationalized.
Figure 1.1(c) depicts a. very different situation,
in which the one-photon energy is now resonant with a
real excited electronic state of the molecule. If
the transition is . allowed, conventional one-photon
absorption to the excited state can take place.
Because real levels have lifetimes typically of 10
to 10 6 seconds, the probability of absorbing a
subsequent photon is greatly increased from the offresonant situation in Figure 1.1(b). Thus, on-resonance
a sequential photon-absorbing mechanism can operate,
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with a far greater ionization probability than the offresonant simultaneous process. A Resonance Enhanced
Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI) results from this
ability of the real state to act as a 'stepping-stone'
up to the Ionization Continuum.
Figures 1.1(d) and (e) illustrate other REMPI
processes. A distinction should be drawn between these
ionization schemes involving multiphoton transitions
and the one-photon resonant two-photon ionization
(R2PI) process in Figure 1.1(c) which is thus sometimes
referred to as 'multiple-photon ionization'.

With narrow bandwidth continuously wavelengthtunable. visible and ultraviolet laser radiation,
such as that nowadays readily available from commercial
dye lasers, the enormous potential of MPI as a spectroscopic tool is clearly evident. By scanning the
laser, excited electronic state structure can be
elucidated by monitoring the total ion yield as a function
of wavelength.
Beginning in 1975, Johnson and co-workers 5 and
Dalby and co-workers 6 pioneered the application of MPI
to molecular spectroscopy. Since that time, work in
the field has rapidly burgeoned and the use of MPI as
a simple technique for recording electronic spectra
is now, very widespread indeed 79 . Comparison, with
rival spectroscopic methods most clearly demonstrates
its allure.

Firstly there are advantages shared with other
multiphoton absorption techniques such as two-photon
fluorescence (Figure 1.1(f)). Use of several visible
or ultraviolet photons, rather than a single VUV
photon, to access the same energy region bypasses
problems with optical materials and beam path evacu.ø..tion,
thus greatly simplifying experiments. On a more
fundamental level, different selection rules apply to
one-photon and two-photon transitions. For example,
the Laporte parity selection rule (i.e. g+* u)
applicable to one-photon transitions in centrosyinmetric
molecules is reversed for two-photon resonance
(i.e. becomes g -+* g or u+* u) enabling a panoply of
hitherto forbidden states to be accessed for the first
time.
As compared to fluorescence,the ionization
technique offers much greater sensitivity due to the
high collection efficiency of charged particles (r100%
compared to 5% for photon collection) and their direct
conversion into a laboratory. signal. In addition,
problems arising from detection of scattered laser light
do not arise. Of course, for studies of the many
weakly or non-f luôrescent molecular states there is no
comparison and MPI often. represents the only available
spectroscopic method in such cases.
The MPI spectrum need not necessarily mirror the
ground state absorption cross-section. Firstly, if
the resonant excited state decays on a timescale
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comparable with the photoabsorption ('up-pumping')
rate then the efficiency of ionization can be affected.
Thus, Rydberg states (those in which the excited
electron is in an atomic-like orbital) can often be
detected by MPI, almost to the exclusion of isoenergetic
high-lying valence states, since the latter are usually
shorter lived due to fast radiationless transitions
to states with smaller ionization probabilities.
This has led to the discovery of many new Rydberg
states, Figure 1.2 illustrates
The

MPI

a typical example.

spectrum of ortho-xylene clearly reveals the

totally symmetric 3p7r Rydberg state which is masked
in the absorption spectrum by a broad valence band.
Secondly, obviously differences can exist between
the

MPI

and absorption spectra if the ionization cross-

section from the excited state is wavelength dependent
over the region of interest. Although for the lowlying first excited singlet (S 1 ). valence state of aromatic
molecules, early comparisons of spectra showed. virtually
identical wavelength dependencies 11 , recently variation
in the ionization cross-section has been invoked to
account for subtle changes in band intensities 12 .
In fact for the

MPI

processes in Figure 1.1(d) and (e)

the initial multiphoton step is invariably rate
limiting since the density of states. to higher energy
is normally so large that subsequent steps are either
resonant or nearly resonant and are thus kinetically
saturated.

Absor
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Figure 1.2 Comparison between the VUV one-photon absorption spectrum (taken from
Ref. 24)• and the two-photon resonant three-photon ionization spectrum
of ortho-xylene. The wavelengths in parentheses refer to the absorption
spectrum.
0

From the original technique developed, in the
mid-1970's a variety of other experimental methods
using MPI have evolved, each in turn yielding a rich
harvest of valuable new information. For example,
polarization of the laser light has been widely used
to determine directly symmetries of the states involved
in MPI processes 13 . Multiphoton Ionization-Photoelectron Spectroscopy (MPI-PES), in which the electrons
ejected by MPI are studied, has allowed the vibrational
structure 14 ' 15 (and recently the rotational structure 16 )
of molecular ions to be studied in much finer detail
than was previously possible. Compared to singlephoton PES, the different Franck-Condon factors and
selection rules for the MPI-PES ionization step
relieve spectral congestion and, by selecting. various
vibronic levels of the excited state, permit many nontotally symmetric vibrational modes of the ion to be
observed for the first time.
Two-laser MPI has greatly expanded the. versatility
of the original method,:permitting studies of both the
spectroscopy and dynamics of excited states. Important
techniques in this particular field are (i) doubleresonance MPI spectroscopy, involving the preparation
of an excited species by one laser which can then be
probed by normal MPI methods 17 , (ii) experiments
involving, variable, time delay between the excitation
and ionization lasers from which excited state lifetimes
may be obtained.
18

However, of all the offspring from the MPI
prototype, the idea of interfacing MPI with mass spectrometry (MPI-MS) attracted attention at an early stage,
since it was recognized that such a scheme would lead
to an exciting new range of possibilities, with
applications not only in the research laboratory but also
in the wider field of general chemical analysis. As
well as providing a new method for probing the spectroscopy of ions and ionic fragmentation mechanisms,
mass analysis of the laser ionization products had
the potential of a molecule-specific, state-selective
sensitive detector1 922•
It has now been shown that mass spectrometric
analysis of mixtures can be greatly simplified by
selectively, ionizing individual components according
to their different resonant laser 'wavelengths. Furthermore,
since molecules are identified not only by their
mass/charge ratio but in addition by the resonant
wavelength, a. 'second dimension' is added to the (tale)
axis of conventional mass spectrometry. Thus compounds
which are difficult or impossible to discriminate
between using only the mass dimension, e.g. many
sets of geometric isomers, can be analysed with the
laser-based technique by exploiting disparities in
their absorption spectra.
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The opportune development in the late 1970's of
supersonic molecular beam technology 23 added further
impetus to the evolution of MPI in both spectroscopy and
analysis. Figure 1.3 vividly illustrates the dramatic
effect on molecular MPI spectra that can result from
utilizing this method. The spectra obtained for a
large molecule in a supersonic jet reveal spectroscopic
structure previously obscured by the rotational and
vibrational congestion present in the spectrum of the
same sample in a bulb at room temperature. For
analytical purposes also, the narrowing of spectral
resonances, generating an effective increase in resolution
of at least an order of magnitude, can enable far
greater distinction between compounds with closely
related resonant wavelengths to be accomplished by.
the narrow bandwidth dye laser light. Hence far greater
selectivity of ionization can often be achieved in the
jet.
Briefly,, the produdtion of such a beam, which
should be contrasted with the more familiar effusive
molecular beam, involves initially collisional momentum
transfers as. the gas sample adiabatically expands from
a high-pressure region into a. vacuum through a small
orifice (for an effusive molecular beam such collisions
generally do not take place as a much smaller orifice
diameter is used. which is normally less than the gaseous
mean free path). This 'hydrodynamic' expansion results
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Figure 1.3

Para-xylene S 1 two-photon resonant four-photon ionization spectra
obtained in a bulb and in a supersonic jet, illustrating the effect
of expansion cooling.

524

in an extremely narrow distribution of molecular
velocities down the beam axis. Since the effective
translational temperature is related to the width of
the velocity distribution, the sample in the beam becomes
extremely translationally 'cold' - effective translational
temperatures of only a few degrees Kelvin are typical.
Furthermore, this very cold translational bath then
acts, again via collisions, as an effective coolant
for rotational and (to a lesser extent) vibrational
motion.. Sample is generally seeded in low concentrations
into monoatomic gases since the lack of internal degrees
of freedom of the latter results in lower translational
bath temperatures for the sample. The 'supersonic'
epithet derives from the marked decline in the local
speed of sound (ocT) due to the expansion cooling.
Hence the molecular. velocity (typically '10 cm sec- 1
can correspond to Mach numbers of more than 100 by the
time the beam reaches the collision-free region, where
the expansion has reduced the number density to the
extent. that no more cooling takes place.

In the work described in this thesis, the MPI
technique is addressed to the spectro.scopy and analytical
detection of the xylene isomers (ortho-, meta- and
para-dimethyl benzene). As will be fully discussed in
later chapters, this particular application is of
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significance for both scientific and industrial purposes.
After a description in Chapter 2 of the experimental
equipment used, the excited state spectroscopy of the
xylenes will be examined in Chapter 3 using spectra
obtained in a supersonic molecular beam. In Chapter 4,
the main focus of attention switches to the region
above the ionization potential. The information gained
from mass analysis on the spectroscopy and fragmentation
processes of the xylene ions formed in the MPI process
will be considered. Finally, in Chapter 5, the
application of the sensitive and selective MPI-MS
analytical technique to isomeric systems, with the
xylenes as example, will be examined in the context
of the problems encountered with such analysis using
conventional ionization methods.
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CHAPTER 2

Experimental Details
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2.1

Lasers
The laser system employed throughout was a tunable

dye laser (Lambda Physik FL2002) pumped by an excimer
laser

(Lambda Physik EMG102) operating on the xenon

chloride emission line at 308 nm. The rare gas halide
laser was capable of generating 140 mJ (as measured by
a Gen-Tec ED200 joulemeter) of 308 nm radiation in a
10 nanosecond pulse. Repetition rates of 5-10 Hz were
typically used. In the dye laser, 10% of this beam
was used to transversely pump a cuvette containing a
recirculating dye solution positioned in a Hnsch-type
oscillator cavity 2 , wavelength selection being
accomplished with a 600 lines/mm echelle grating in a
Littrow mount. The multimode oscillator output beam,
with a bandwidth of \'0.3 cm- 1 was amplified in two
stages by further passage through recirculating dye
cuvettes transversely pumped by the remaining 90% of
the pump beam.
For this work solutions of the following Lambda
Physik dyes were used (together with their respective
lasing. wavelength ranges.) :
Coumarin 102 (Lanibdachrome 4800)

460-510 nm

Coumarin 307 (Lambdachrome 5000)

479-553 nm

Coumarin 153 (Larnbdachrome 5400)

522-600 nm

QUI (Lambdachrome 3690)

368-402 rim
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Energy conversion efficiencies of 10-15% could be
achieved towards the centre of these ranges, i.e. dye
laser output pulse energies of 15-20 mi.
Laser radiation in the 267-283 nm wavelength
region was generated by passing 534-566 nm dye laser
light, the 'fundamental', through a Potassium Dihydrogen
Phosphate (KDP). second harmonic generating (SHG) crystal 3 .
(Lambda Physik FL30), which could be mounted inside the
dye laser. For the above fundamental energies, this
crystal had an SHG conversion efficiency of "5%, i.e. '\,l mJ
of ultraviolet output pulse energy.. However, the UV light
was then attenuated by a Corning 7-54 cut-off filter
used to remove the remaining fundamental, resulting in
working pulse energies of up to 500 .J.
For the spectra shown in Figure 3.2, to avoid
saturation effects 4 , one of the dye laser amplification
stages was removed leading to "SO 41 pulses. Energies.
of this small magnitude were unable to be measured by
the joulemeter and were instead determined using a
photodiode (EG&G UV-215BQ). which was referenced to the
joulemeter with higher energy pulses.
To scan the UV laser wavelength the SHG crystal
was tilted, or 'angle-tuned', as the fundamental wavelength was changed by the movement of the grating. This
was necessary in order to maintain 'phase-matching',
the condition in which the phase. velocities of the
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fundamental (ordinary) and second harmonic (extraordinary) waves are equal and hence the microscopic
contributions from all the individual SHG point sources
within the crystal constructively interfere. A programme
for a microcomputer (Sinclair Spectrum, 48 K version)
was written to drive the crystal and grating stepper
motors after first performing a calibration procedure.
However, the programme proved unable to maintain a
reasonable level of phase-matching during a scan,
partly due to the comparatively large step-size of the
Lambda Physik crystal stepper motor introducing errors
into the calibration routine. Instead, the crystal
stepper motor was manually toggled whilst monitoring the
SHG pulse energy with a pho.todiode. With care this
method proved sufficient to maintain SHG intensity
during a scan within 20% of the fully phase-matched. value.
All spectra shown here were obtained using a
20 cm focal length quartz lens. From burn, marks on
photosensitive paper a beam cross-section at the focus
of less than 10 cm

was estimated. Comparison of the

para-xylene mass spectra shown in Figure 4.3 with an
analogous previously published spectrum suggested a
spot size of "3 x 10
cm 2. This. value, which was used
for intensity calculations, lies in the centre of the
range of literature estimates for a. variety of
6 ,7 focussing conditions, i.e. 4 x 10
x 10

cm
2 8
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2.2. Wavelength Calibration
Laser wavelength calibration whilst scanning was
accomplished by deflecting 4% of the dye laser output
beam into an iron hollow-cathode discharge lamp powered
by a 500 V 1 5 mA supply (Cathodeon C610). Changes in.
the discharge current occurring when the laser was
resonant with an atomic transition of the inert gas
atmosphere (Neon), the 'optogalvanic effect' 9,10
produced a series of accurately known wavelength markers 11 .
The regularly energy-spaced transmission fringes of a
solid quartz etalon 3 (Technical Optics, 100.352 ± 0.002 GHz
free spectral range, finesse 7) were used to wavelength
calibrate between the atomic resonance reference points.
Only a very small fraction of the laser intensity (<0.1%)
was incident on the etalon, the transmitted light being
detected with a photodiode.

2.3

'Supersonic Free 'Jet
The pulsed valve used to' generate the supersonic

molecular beam was modelled on the adapted Bosch automobile fuel injector design of Behien and Rice 12 . For
these experiments a Volvo 244 injector was employed with
the section of the plunger extending beyond the orifice
removed. A further slight modification allowed the
valve to be disassembled for cleaning etc.

DIFFUSION
PUMP
Figure 2.1

Simplified schematic of the apparatus used to obtain MPI spectra
in a supersonic molecular beam
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The solenoid of the valve was supplied with a
variable-duration, variable-voltage square-wave pulse
from a home-built control unit. This pulse momentarily
lifted the plunger from its seat just above the 1mm.
diameter orifice, thereby releasing a plug of seeded
sample gas into the vacuum chamber. The control unit
also generated a variable-delay laser trigger pulse,
allowing for the solenoid response time (1 msec) and
the transit time of the gas from the orifice to the
laser intersection region (a few sec). A Wavetec
Model 182 A.pulse generator initiated the control unit
pulse timing sequence.
Seeded sample was prepared in a small metal gashandling line. 2-3 mis of liquid xylene were dispersed
in fine droplet form on glass wool contained in a
sample cylinder through which the inert carrier gas
was then passed. The pressure of the seeded sample,
the 'backing' or 'stagnation' pressure, could be varied
in the range 1-13 bar by the inert, gas cylinder regulator.
The. valve, was mounted on the top of a homebuilt aluminium. vacuum chamber pointing into the throat
of a ".300 litre/sec (for helium) rotary-backed oil
diffusion pump (Edwards ED200, Edwards E04, equipped
with liquid nitrogen, trap and quarter swing butterfly
valve accessories). On the four side-flanges of the
chamber were laser beam entrance and exit windows
(5 cm quartz)., a 10 torr pressure. transducer (MKS Baratron
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Model 220-AHS-341B-10) and vacuum feed-throughs for
electrical connections. Ionic species were collected
by a pair of nickel plate electrodes (2.5 cm x 1.5 cm)
mounted 2 cm downstream from the orifice and "1 cm
either side of the beam axis, supported on ceramic rods.
A bias voltage of 90 V was normally used between the
plates. The plates themselves were electrically connected
via the vacuum feed-throughs to a home-built differential
13 with variable gain
input operational amplifier
(10 to 1O 7 Volts Amp)
Considerable time was invested in determining the
optimum experimental conditions for obtaining MPI
spectra using the supersonic free jet apparatus. The
conclusions for the various operating parameters
involved are discussed here in turn.
(i) Solenoid Control Pulse
A '0.7 msec square-wave voltage pulse '0.1 V
above the minimum required to lift the plunger (10-20 V
depending on the backing pressure) was found to be
optimum. A Beam Dynamics FIG-1 fast ion gauge, which
could. be introduced into the. vacuum chamber in place
of the signal feed through flange, indicated that the
gas pulse thus generated was of ,.600 4s duration with a
gaussian. . type. temporal pressure profile and a peak
pressure 1110th that under 'choked flow' conditions
(the maximum possible orifice throughput). With this
pulse, it was possible. to maintain background pressures
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of

torr in the vacuum chamber at a repetition

rate of 10 Hz. Whilst this value might seem high, no
change in the signal was seen at lower background
pressures (achieved by a reduced repetition rate),
indicating that the expansion shock wave protected the
cold central axis of the beam (the only part that was
probed) from thermalized background molecules.
Laser Intersection Position
The molecular beam was usually interrogated in
the high number density region within 's5 mm of the orifice.
Although this was probably not in the collision-free
(i.e. fully expansion cooled) region 14 , irradiating
further downstream normally only had the effect of
decreasing the signal/noise ratio of the spectra.
Earlier experiments with a static sample of gas had
shown that the ion collection efficiency ('100%)
depended little on the exact point of ionization.
. Orifice Diameter
The effect of smaller nozzle orifice diameters
was investigated by attaching a 250 u.m or 100 i.m
pinhole (Ealing Optics) over the original. 1 mm orifice
of. the. valve. However, as for (ii) above, the reduction
in on-axis number density, and hence ionization signal,
outweighed. any other factors, and the standard 1 mm
nozzle orifice was used throughout.
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(iv) Backing Gas and Pressure
Helium was employed as a backing gas for all the
spectra shown here. Stagnation pressures of 1-2 bar
were generally utilized although this was on occasion
increased to 6-7 bar to investigate the effect of
increased expansion cooling on the spectra. Argon
was tried as a backing gas, however the discrete wavelength structure of the helium-backed xylene spectra
was replaced by a continuous background signal under all
expansion conditions, presumably due to enhanced
151 6 . It is
formation of van der Waals bonded species'
interesting to note that no such change occurred with
benzene samples.
.(v) Valve Heating
The sample cylinder,, valve feed line .and. valve.
body were heated in an attempt to increase the partial
pressure of xyiene in the molecular beam. However the
apparatus did not permit the valve orifice itself to be
heated, and spraying of the resultant condensate onto the
electrode plates generated unacceptably large signal
transients.

2.4 ''Mass 'Spectrometer
The mass spectrometer used here. was a small quadrupole instrument (Vacuum Generators SX200). It could
be operated in either total ion or' partial modes. In the
latter case, the complex field. resulting from the radio-

Vacuum Chamber

SEK

Ampl if ler

Boxcar

Signal
Averager

Quadruple
Rods

4

Chart
Recorder

A21
Figure 2.2

Excimer

Simplified schematic of the apparatiis used to obtain mass resolved MPI
spectra

frequency and d.c. voltages applied to the rods acted
as a mass filter allowing only ions with a specific massto-charge (m/e) ratio to be transmitted 17 .
-

In order to enable the instrument to record laser
ionization mass spectra, several modifications were
required.
Access to the ionization region by the laser beam
was effected by machining a

mm diameter aperture

through the ion source. An adjustment of the ion
source potentials was then required. To allow complete
flexibility the mass spectrometer was modified such that
all four potentials (source cage, repeller block, focus
plate and filaments) were controlled by external d.c.
power supplies (Brandenburg 475 R). For the mass
spectra shown here, typical voltage settings for
maximum ion collection efficiency were found to be the
following (the filaments were left floating):
Source

20 V

Repeller

28 V

Focus

-200 V

Signal levels were discovered to be a sensitive function
of the source/repeller voltage ratio; by contrast the
focus potential could be varied by ±100 V without
noticeable effect.
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A 'channeltron' secondary electron multiplier
(SEM) was used to detect the ions transmitted by the
quadrupole. The negative voltage applied to the SEM
was in the range 1.5-2.0 kV for which the amplification
was n, 10 — 1O 5 . The sensitivity of the SEM at m/e 12
was, according to manufacturer's specifications, three
times that at m/e 110. High masses were also
discriminated against by the transmission function of the
quadrupole (110% for m/e 10-60 declining to 1% for
m/e 160). The SEM output signal was fed directly to a
commercial fast single-ended input current amplifier
(Keithley 427), the amplification electronics in the
mass spectrometer control unit being insufficiently
rapid for the transient laser-generated ion signal.
A '10 litres/sec rotary-baôked oil diffusion
pump (Edwards ED35, Edwards E02, equipped with liquid
nitrogen, trap and quarter swing butterfly valve
accessories) pumped the UHV mass spectrometer chamber
during experiments (background pressure 10 ..6 torr).
Degassed xylene sample was admitted from a greaseless
glass. vacuum line, via a needle. valve adjusted to give an
ion-gauge (Vacuum Generators IGP3) pressure reading of
1 x 1.0 -.torr. Overnight the diffusion pump was. valved
off and the chamber evacuated to <5 x 10 torr by an ion
pump (Vacuum Generators IPS2A).
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2.5

Signal Processing
Transient signals generated by the pulsed laser

were converted into the continuous signal required for a
chart recorder by sample-and-hold, or 'boxcar', devices
(EG&G Brookdeal 9415/9425, Stanford Research SR250).
The output of the boxcars was usually fed directly to
the chart recorder, but, for recording the mass spectra
shown in Figure 4.12, five mass scans were accumulated
in a Digital Signal Averager (Tracor Northern NS-570)
and the integrated spectrum then output to a chart
recorder.

2.6
-

SampI,e Purity Checks
The xylene samples (BDH, A±ialaR grade) after gas

chromatographic and mass spectrometric checks on their
purity were used without further purification.

0
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CHAPTER 3

Multiphoton Ionization Spectroscopy
of the Xylenes

-

3.1

30

-

Spectroscopic Fundamentals
3.1.1 Symmetry selection rules
The intensity of a one-photon electric dipole

transition between two staths, m and n, is proportional
to the square of the magnitude of the electric dipole
transition moment, R.
Rnm

(3.1)

cST

(sometimes abbreviated to < 1~
where

1411P

is the complex conjugate of the final state
wavef unction
1p m

is the initial state wavefunction

and a is the electric dipole moment operator.
For non-zero intensity, the product of the symmetry
species of

and g must contain the totally

symmetric species. Thus, if

is totally symmetric,

is required to have the symmetry of one of the
componentsu.
s,,.
X.

)

of

.

These vector components

belong to the same symmetry species as their respective
translational operations

(Tx, T7, T).

For a two-photon transition between m and n using
identical photons, the two-photon transition tensor, S,
is a symmetric 3 x 3 matrix with elements
where for instance

xx

etc.,
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(S xy ) nm

=<mIIi><iln>
(3.2)
i

hc L - E.1

(hcvL is the photon energy and the summation is over
all real state of appropriate symmetry). Hence the
two-photon symmetry selection rules are simply those
for two one-photon electric dipole transitions.
In centrosymmetric molecules T, T and T
belong to ungerade (u) symmetry species (those that
are antisyinmetric with respect to inversion in the
centre of symmetry). Thus only one-photon transitions
reversing parity (g u) are allowed (the Laporte rule),
by contrast in two-photon resonance only paritypreserving transitions (g g or u u) are permitted.

3.1.2 Vibronic transition intensities
In. vibronic spectroscopy, that is spectroscopy
of. vibrational transitions accompanying an electronic
transition, iL and

m are. vibronic wavefunctions whose
symmetry is given by the product of the symmetries of
the vibrational and electronic wavefunctions. For a
vibronic transition equation 3.1 becomes
Rfin

ev 6Ten
= $ ev
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(the integration is over electronic and nuclear
(vibrational) coordinates). Now the electric dipole
moment operator,

a,

is the sum of electronic

and

nuclear () components and 11)ev is, by the BornOppenheimer approximation, simply the product of
(the electronic wavefunction) and

(the vibrational

wavefunction). Hence
Rnm

$ 1p*

*
1jL

e +

6TT

This integral can be expanded into two separate
terms, however, since anis a constant with respect to
electronic coordinates (and 4 a constant with respect
to nuclear coordinates) it can be shown that one of the
terms must equal zero by the orthogonality of electronic
wavefunctions. Thus., the transition moment is given by
the remaining term, i.e.

R

= jv

v

6t j

*
.

(3.5)

The first integral in equation 3.5 is the vibrational overlap
integral, its square is known as the Franck-Condon factor.
The second integral is the electronic transition moment,
R, thus,
Rnm

= Re

C

J

TP v ST
V.

(3.6)
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By regarding the nuclear displacements resulting
from vibrational motion as a perturbation to the
equilibrium nuclear configuration electronic wavefunctions,
and ip

Herzberg and Teller

found that if the

vibrational overlap integral is totally symmetric
then R e unless it is unusually small, is approximately
independent of nuclear motion, i.e. constant for a
given electronic transition. In this case (which
applies throughout diatomic spectroscopy) relative
vibronic intensities are determined by their FranckCondon factors.
However, in the case of non-totally symmetric
vibrational overlap integrals they discovered that Re
is no longer independent. A large derivative of the
form ( dRe /dQ) eq where Q is the normal coordinate of
a. vibration and 'eq' refers. to the equilibrium nuclear
configuration, represents a breakdown of the Franck-Condon
approximation in which nuclei are assumed stationary
during an electronic transition. An important
consequence of the dependence of the electronic transition
moment on nuclear motion is that electronic and. vibronic
states of the same symmetry can mix, or 'vibronically
couple', and thus an otherwise weak allowed vibronic
transition can gain considerable intensity through
interaction. with a strong allowed electronic transition.
This effect is normally referred to as Herzberg-Teller
intensity stealing.
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Hence the conventional 'rule-of--thumb', deriving
from the analysis of Herzberg and Teller, and subsequently
widely utilized in accounting for vibronic transition
intensities, is that vibronic transitions with nontotally symmetric overlap integrals can participate in
intensity stealing whereas those with totally symmetric
overlap integrals generally do not. However, occasional
exceptions to this pattern of behaviour have been noted
previously 2 , and, as will be discussed in Section 3.5.2,
the comparison of one- and two-photon resonant spectra
of the xylenes clearly identifies another such instance.
Analogous mutual perturbations and resultant
intensity stealing can occur between vibrational wavefunctions of identical symmetry and nearly degenerate
energies. This effect, which is accompanied by the
energy levels of the interacting, vibrational states
repelling each other, is known as a Fermi resonance if
a fundamental. vibrational wavefunction interacts with
an overtone or combination, vibrational wavefunction.

Analysis of two-photon. vibronic transition intensities
follows. the' form of the one-photon treatment above. For
the two-photon transition discussed in Section' 3.4,
Vasudev and Brand

have argued that, since there is no near

resonance at. the one-photon level, the. vibrational factor
is simply the. vibrational overlap integral between the
initial and, final.states, i.e. 'identical to the

- 35 equivalent one-photon transition. Hence, as will become
evident in Section 3.4, the one-photon resonant spectrum
provides invaluable assistance in the assignment of the
two-photon resonances.
In addition to the vibrational factor, vibronic
coupling analogous to.the one-photon mechanism of
Herzberg and Teller must also be considered, i.e. a twophoton symmetry-allowed vibronic transition mixing with,
and intensity stealing from, a two-photon electronic
transition of identical symmetry. Vibronic coupling is
of paramount importance in understanding the spectra
presented in Section 3.4 and. it is discussed in more
detail later (Section 3.4.1).
Finally, in the case of both one- and two-photon
resonances, overtone and combination bands have been
much used to infer which. vibronic transitions are
intensity stealing ('Vibronic coupling' or 'Herzberg Teller' bands) and which are not ('Franck-Condon' bands).
Firstly, Franck-Condon-derived intensity can lead to a
vibrational progression. However, no progression is seen
for Herzberg-Teller bands. Secondly, whereas FranckCondon bands in combination with Herzberg-Teller bands
are usually evident in the spectrum, no combination of
two (or more) Herzberg-Teller bands is ever apparent.

- 36 3.1.3 The Nomenclature of Vibronic Levels
and Transitions
To emphasize the similarities between spectra of
benzene and its derivatives, Wilson's benzene vibrational
numbering scheme

is adopted here throughout.. However,

it should always be remembered that the form of. the
vibrations of substituted benzenes are never exactly
those of benzene itself. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
thirty normal modes of vibration of benzene, that is
vibrations in which all nuclei undergo simple harmonic
oscillation and in phase. Vibrations 6-10 and 16-20
are doubly degenerate for benzene, however this
degeneracy is lifted upon substitution yielding 'a'
and 'b' components.
The convention of superscripts and subscripts
indicating the number - of quanta of active vibrational
modes in upper and lower electronic states respectively,
introduced by Callomon, Dunn and Mills 5 , is utilized
here for description of. vibronic levels and transitions.
The transition between the vibrational origins of lower
and upper electronic states, the electronic origin band,
0
is designated 00.

6a

7a

Aa

9a

10a

6b

7b

6b

9b

10 b

1

12

13

16 a

17a

l8a

)xO
is

19a

20a

l9b

20b

Ile

16 b

17 b

lob

Figure 3.1 Normal vibrations of benzene in the ground electronic
state. '+' and '-' indicate nuclear displacements
out of and into the page respectively (taken from
reference 6)
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3.1.4 Methyl Torsional Motion
In addition to bond stretching and bending motions
accounted for in tables of xylene normal vibrational
frequencies, a twisting, or 'torsional', motion of the
methyl group about the methyl-ring bond axis must also
be considered for interpretation of the spectra of the
isomers. The general form of the potential energy
function for the torsional motion is
V(Ø) =

E V(1 - cosnø)

(3.7)

where 0 is the angle of twist of the methyl group (the
top) relative to the benzene ring (the frame).
Thus the maximum. value of V(0) represents the
energy barrier to methyl group rotation. Such rotation
gives rise to an additional rotational angular momentum
component with an associated quantum number, m.

3.2 Survey of Benzene and Xylene Electronic
Spectroscopy
For fifty years the benzene molecule has played a
pivotal role in the development of quantum mechanical
theories for polyatomic molecules. Benzene possesses
properties typical of large and complex molecular systems,
for example the thirty vibrational degrees of freedom,
yet the high D 6 point group symmetry lends the molecule
unusually am enable to both experimental and theoretical
analysis. A. voluminous literature has resul€ed from

- 38 the extensive use of benzene as an archetype relating
these two approaches.
The transition from the ground electronic state
(S 0 ), of A 1 electronic symmetry, to the first excited
singlet electronic state (S 1 ), of B2u electronic
symmetry, resulting from the promotion of a' -n-bonding
electron to an antibonding' rr* orbital, has attracted
particular attention. Historically, this transition
provided one of the first well-documented examples of
Herzberg-Teller intensity stealing 7 and it remains
one of the prototypical systems of vibronic spectroscopy.
The work of Atkinson and Parmenter8 represents the
present definitive study of the one-photon resonant
spectrum.
The possibility, offered by lasers, of multiphoton resonant spectra opened new avenues for
developing and refining knowledge of the S 0 - S 1
transition, notably the array of gerade vibronic states
were - no longer necessarily forbidden by the parity
selection rule. '(See section 3.1.1). The first
detailed assignments of the two-photon resonant spe °ctrum
were by Wunsch, Neusser and .Schlag 9 and Friedrich
and .McClain 1° in 1975. Two-photon resonant work on the
transition has been reviewed by Friedrich and McClain 11
in 1980 and by Ziegler and Hudson 12 in 1982.. Subsequently
Sur, Knee and Johnson 13 have used the supersonic beammu.ltiphoton ionization technique to provide the most
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extensive analysis of the two-photon spectrum to date,
and more recently the three-photon resonant spectrum has
been studied 14 .
Our

knowledge of the vibrational and electronic

wavefunctions in both electronic states has been greatly
enlarged by spectroscopic study of the effect of
perturbations to the system. Ingold and co-workers 15
were the first to employ isotopic perturbation, using a
range of deuterium substituted benzenes to test and
extend the earlier vibrational analysis. Following
this mass perturbation work, which principally
influences the vibrational wavefunctions, the
perturbing effect of substitution on the electronic
wavefunctions was investigated for a variety of
substituents 16 .
The recent advent of two-photon resonant
spectroscopy has stimulated further theoretical and
experimental interest.in the spectra of perturbed
benzene systems 1719
0

Although studies of the electronic absorption
spectra of the xylene molecules in the vapour phase
date back.-to the nineteenth century, the papers in the
early 1950's by Hammond et a1 2° and Cooper and
co-workers 21 ' 22 , studying the 220-120 nm and 265-235 nm
wavelength regions respectively, provide the first
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extensive analyses of the spectra. Recently Bolovinos
et al 23 have reinvestigated the spectra to determine
values for absolute extinction coefficients and
oscillator strengths. One-photon resonant laser
fluorescence excitation spectra of the lowest 1200 cm -1
of the S 0 - S 1 transition for the isomers cooled in a
supersonic jet have been obtained by Ebata et a1 24 ,
and structure appearing close to the origin band has
been specifically studied for the ortho- and paraisomers25 ,26
Published two-photon resonant xylene spectroscopy
is confined to a two-photon resonant four-phOton
ionization study of the lowest 2000
. cm 1 of the
S0

S 1 vibronic spectra for the jet-cooled ortho-

and meta- species 27 , and 3p Rydberg spectra for orthoand para-xylene at room. temperature obtained using the
two-photon resonant three-photon ionization process 28 .

. One-Photon Resonant Spectra
3.3.1 Introduction
Figure 3.2 reproduces the 267.5 - 273 nm region
of the multiphoton ionization spectra for the xylene
isomers in a supersonic molecular beam. Comparison
with room-temperature one-photon absorption spectra 21-23
and supersonic jet fluorescence excitation spectra 24
shows that the structure in Figure 3.2 is due to

08
(C)

08

(b)

'L2Yifl

MIT 71' 'I T TT, T
J7 ~ I I I08

T

(c)

L

268

270

27 2
'

Wavelength (tim.)
Figure 3.2 One photon S 1 resonant two-photon ionization spectra of the
jet-cooled isomers. The lower traces are a combination of
optogalvanic lines (arrowed) and etalon interference fringes
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resonances with levels of the first excited singlet
state (S 1 ). The process responsible for the observed
signal is thus S 1 one-photon resonance two-photon
ionization (R2PI).

3.3.2 Para-xylene
In vibronic spectroscopy of polyatomic molecules
a useful distinction is normally made between totally
symmetric and non-totally symmetric vibrational levels.
If the electronic transition is symmetry-allowed
(indicated by the appearance of the origin band) then
all vibronic transitions between totally symmetric
vibrational levels must be also allowed by symmetry,
they are thus said to be 'electronically allowed'.
By contrast active bands involving non-totally symmetric
vibrational levels are .'vibronically allowed' (or
'vibrationally induced'). Hence for a one-photon
transition from the totally symmetric S. vibrational
origin in para-xylene (see Table 3.1) a g vibrational
levels in S 1 are electronically.allowed and b 1g and
b 3 S 1 -vibrational levels are. vibronically allowed.
Table 3.2 lists band intensities (uncorrected
for any. variation of dye laser energy with wavelength),
wavelengths, wavenumbers, separations from the origin band
and assignments for the para-xylene spectrum shown in
Figure 3.2(c).

Table 3.1

One-Photon Allowed Symmetries Table

Compound
Molecular point group
(considering methyl groups
as single atoms)
One-photon allowed symmetries
from totally symmetric level
(see Appendix 1: Tables A.1,
A.2)

ortho-xylene

C2 ,

A1 , B 1 , B2

S 1 electronic symmetry
(using axes shown in
Appendix 2)21,22

A

S -S 1 transition
e2ectronically allowed

Yes

One-photon allowed S1
vibrational symmetries

a 1 , b 1 , b2

meta-xylene

para-xylene

C 2v

D 2h

A ll B1, Ba

B2

Yes

b2 , a2 , a 1

Bi n , B2, B 3u

B

2u

Yes

b 3 ag b1g

Table 3.2 Data from the S 1 one-photon resonant
para-xylene spectrum shown in Figure 3.2(c)

Strength

b Air
Vacuum
wavelength (X)a wavenumbers ()
±1.5 (cm-1 )
±0.01 (nm)
±2 (cm)

Assignme

vs

272.21

36,726.7

0

m

271.80

36,781.9

55

w

271.40

36,835.4

109

w

271.20

36,863.4

137

vw

270.65

36,938.3

212

vw

270.33

36,981.0

254

s

269.49

37,096.6

370

9b

s

269.09

37,151.8

425

6a

269.03

37,159.8

433

16a

268.17

37,279.6

553

6b

s

a 'Aix wavelength' is half the wavelength of the
fundamental laser light
b vs = very strong
= strong
S
m = medium
w = weak
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The strongest band, at 36,726.7 ± 1.5 cm- 1 is
ascribed to the 0 transition in good agreement
with previous reported values of 36,733 ± 3 cm 21
24
and 36,728 ± 2 cm
Para-xylene ground state (S 0 ) vibrational
frequencies, grouped according to symmetry species, are
listed in Table 3.3. Hence the symmetry-allowed S 1
vibrations with smallest S 0 vibrational frequencies
are 9b (386 cm 1 ), 6a (459 cm- 1 ) and 6b (645 cm- 1 ).
Comparison with the Av column in Table 3.2, together
with the expected general lowering of vibrational
frequencies in a Tr - rr transition, leads to
assignment of the Av = 370 cm and v = 553 cm
bands as 9b and 6b respectively. (This revises
the tentative assignment by Cooper and Sastri 21
of the former band as 6a) . Further evidence in
favour of these assignments is provided by 9b and
6b hot-bands observed in the room temperature
spectrum21 .
The iv = 425 cm band, rather than that at
= 433 cm- 1 , is initially preferred for the 6a
transition, having been seen as a medium-strong peak
at room temperature, whereas the latter is unrecorded.
Although no single quantum of. vibration has both correct
symmetry and appropriate S 0 vibrational frequency for this
latter band, two quanta of any vibrational mode posses

Table 3.3 Para-xylene ground state vibrational
frequencies and symmetries

(Frequencies taken from Ref. 6. Symmetry species from
Ref. 29 and 30)

Symmetry species
ag

Vibn. number

Vibn. frequency (cm 1

1

829

2

3054

6a

459

7a

1205

8a

1618

9a

1183

b 1

10a

810

b 2

4

702

5

934

10b

313

3

1313

b 3g

au

6b

645

7b

3030

8b

1581

9b

386

16a

410

17a

962

Table 3.3 (contd.)
Symmetry species

b2

Vibn. number

Vibn. frequency (cm'

12

671

13

1248

18a

1024

19a

1529

20a

3095

14

1324

15

292

18b

1100

19b

1421

20b

3071
170

11

483

16b

795

17b
methyl stretching
vibrations

2921

"S

2947

as

2975

as

1379

methyl bending
vibrations

1441

as
as
as

1458

+
-

(CH 3 rock)

1041
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the allowed a

vibrational symmetry. An assignment of

16a is here suggested by analogy with para-difluorobenzene 31 (and hence the strong hot-band observed at
Av = -192 cm 1 in the room temperature spectrum becomes
identified with the 16a transition).
The band 55 cm -1 above the origin is too low in
energy for a transition to any S 1 fundamental vibrational
level. A vibrational sequence assignment (e.g. X where
X is any normal vibrational mode) seems unlikely not only
because of the extremely good correlation between the
toluene and para-xylene low frequency band positions and
intensities observed by Murakami et a1 25 , but also from
the complete disappearance in all jet-cooled spectra of
the much larger amount of red-shifted (i.e. shifted to
lower energy) sequence structure evident in room
temperature spectra 21 ' 23 . The same correlation, together
with the reported (although disputed 33) disappearance of the
bands under strong cooling conditions and their
invariance with nozzle heating 25 , also argues against
assigning the band to a transition of van der Waals
complexes, which are known to form and survive in the
supersonic jet because kT is less than the. van der Waals
binding energy 58
Murakami et al have concluded from the approximate
halving of the toluéne

Lv

values of these bands upon

perdeuteration that they, and those in para-xyiene, are
associated, with torsional motion of the methyl group.
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The para-xylene methyl group internal rotation
barrier height in S 0 has not been accurately ascertained.
However, microwave studies of toluene 34 and parafLDrotoluene 35 , in which six-fold barriers of 4.86 cm and 4.836 cm respectively were determined, suggest a
value less than 5 cm. The S 1 barrier height is unknown
for the above, molecules, but is normally assumed to
be similarly small 36 .
This assumption places the Av = 55 cm band well
into the manifold of methyl. torsional. levels which have
been illustrated for toluene by Murakami et al 25 . The
close correspondence between toluene and para-xylene
low-frequency structure suggests a similar energy level
scheme may be appropriate for both molecules. However
the hot-band transitions invoked by Murakami et al in
tentatively assigning the toluene bands contravene the
= 0 selection rule derived from group theoretical
considerations 37 ' 38 . Indeed this section rule would
seem to preclude any assignment based on methyl rotational
motion, since, the change in methyl group geometry, and
hence moment of inertia, between S 0 and S in toluene is
so slight that even the rn'' = 12 to in' = 12 transition
is blue-shifted from the origin by only 2.74 cm 1 . 37
Furthermore, a subsequent toluene study 33 found, in
complete contrast .to the results of Murakami et al and
in contravention of their hot-band assignments, no change
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in the band intensities relative to the 0 resonance over
a wide range of helium backing pressures (3 bar - 50 bar).
The assignment of these low-frequency bands thus
must remain uncertain at present.
3.3.3 Meta-xylene
Table 3.4 records the data obtained from the metaxylene spectrum shown in Figure 3.2(b). The position of
the strongest peak, at 36,950.0 ± 1.5 cm. 1 accords well
with the, origin band literature values of 36,955 ± 3 cm 22
and 36,949'± 2 cm 24

Meta-xylene ground electronic

state vibrational frequencies are listed in Table 3.5,
however the separations of the peaks in Figure 3.2(b)
from the origin band are all too small for reasonable
fundamental. vibrational level assignments. Since the
S 1 two-photon resonant meta-xylene spectrum yields
additional information on these bands, discussion is
deferred until Section 3.4.3.

3.3..4 '.Ortho-xylene
• The ortho-xylene spectrum shown in Figure 3.2(a)
consists of a single. sharp. peak at 37,308.0 ± 1.5 cm,
which by comparison with previous published, values of
22
24
37,308' ±
cm
and 37,309' ± 2 cm
is unquestionably
the origin band. The only other feature in the spectrum
is a. small 'hump' centred i75 cm- 1 below the origin and
presumably related. to a trio of strong bands in the

Table 3.4

Data from the S 1 one-photon resonant
meta-xylene spectrum shown in Figure 3.2(b)

Strength

Air
wavelength (X)
±0.01 (nm)

Vacuum
wavenunthers (3)
±1.5 (cm-1 )

t3
±2 (cm)

s

271.23

36,858.8

-91

s

270.59

36,946.1

vs

270.56

36,950.0

0

s

270.53

36,954.3

4

M

270.33

36,981.6

32

ms

270.30

36,985.7

36

M

270.03

37,022.7

73

w

269.88

37,043.3

93

w

269.33

37,118.9

169

-

4

Assignmeni

Table 3.5 Meta-xylene ground state vibrational
frequencies and symmetries

(Frequencies taken from Ref. 6. Symmetry species
from Ref. 29 and 30)
Symmetry species

a1

Vibn. number

Vibn. frequency (cm 1 )

1

723

2

3052

6a

535

7a

a2

b1

8a

1595

9a

299

12

1003

13

1252

18a

1092

19a

1460

20a

3030

10a

277

16a

483

17a

892

4

695

5

965

1 O

206

11

766

16b

431

17b

874

Table 3.5 (contd.)

Symmetry species

67,

methyl stretching
vibrations

Vibn. number

Vibn. frequency (cm 1 )

3

1264

6b

515

7b

903

8b

1615

9b

1167

14

1303

15

404

18b

1125

19b

1492

20b

3082

vs

2923

Vas

2953
2970
1376

methyl bending
vibrations
6as +
as - (CH3 rock)

1455
1036

- 46 room temperature spectrum at 60 cm 1 , 72 cm- 1 and 76 cm
separation 22 . Although originally all three were
assigned to sequence band structure associated with ring
vibrations, Ingham and Strickler 26 later showed, by using
several deuterated compounds, that a methyl torsional hotband was responsible for the 76 cm- 1 band.
In order to study non-bonding interactions between
methyl groups, the torsional motion in ortho-xylene has
received much attention. A ground state threefold barrier
of 1482'± 9 cm -1 has been determined by microwave
spectroscopy 39 and Ingham and Strickler, albeit assuming
an S 0 barrier of 700'± 50 cm-1 , derived an S 1 value of
240 ± 35 cm- 1. A decrease in barrier height might be
anticipated from the ring expansion involved in the
S0

S 1 . transition 5 leading to a reduction in the steric

interaction between the two methyl groups.

Despite these substantial barriers, the absence of a
torsional. vibration band progression on the high energy
side of the origin, first noted by. Ingham and Strickler,
is confirmed in. the greatly simplified jet-cooled spectrum.
It can thus be inferred, from Franck-Condon factor
considerations, that. the equilibrium position for torsional
motion is. very similar in the two electronic states.
Comparison of the jet-cooled and room temperature
spectra reveals a huge redudtion in the 76 cm band
intensity for the former, in accordance with the 1-1
torsional. vibration hot-band. assignment of Ingham and

Table 3.6 Ortho-xylene ground state vibrational
frequencies and symmetries
(Frequencies taken from Ref. 6. Symmetry species
from Ref. 29 and 30)

Symmetry species
a1

a2

Vibn. number

Vibn. frequency (cm 1 )

1

735

2

3018

6a

582

7a

1223

8a

1583

9a

1155

14

1323

15

255

18b

1020

19b

1494

20b

3018

4

702

5

986

1 O

180

16a
17a

862

1.0a

325

11

741

16b

433

17b

931

Table 3.6 (contd.)

Symmetry species

Vibn. number

Vibn. frequency (cn( 1 )

3

b2

methyl stretching
vibratio!is

1290

6b

506

7b

3045

8b

1609

9b

406

12

826

13

1185

18a

1118

19a

1468

20a

3064
2933

"S

"as

2950

"as

2968

methyl bending
vibrations

1374
1384
1445

as +
+
C

1454

as
as

-

(CH 3 rock)

1052

- 47 Strickler, i.e. the Av = 0 transition starting from a
level in which one of the methyl groups has a single
quantum of torsional vibration excitation. Following the
method of Sur et a1 13 the ortho-xylene torsional
vibration temperature in the jet can be estimated. The
intensity ratio of the O (i.e. 0-0) and 1-1 .transitions
depends on the produdt of two factors:U) relative populations in. v'' = 0 and v'' = 1
levels (energy separation .'= 146 cm 1 ) 39 ,
relative Franck-Condon-factors, degeneracies etc.
for the transitions.
Alteration in the intensity ratio between room temperature
(1:1.17) 23 and jet-cooled (1:0.06) spectra is assumed to
be entirely due .to a change in the first factor. At room
temperature (T .= 300K) simple application of the
Boltzmann formula

= 1
fl y''

=.

-tE )
= exp( —
kT

generates a. population ratio of 1:0.5. Thus in the
jet. this has decreased to 1:0.025, corresponding to a
torsional, vibration temperature of "60 K.

(3.8)
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•" S Two-Photon Resonant Spectra
3.4 ..1 Introduction
Figures 3.3-3.6 reproduce the 475-545 nm region of
the multiphoton ionization spectra for the xylene isomers in
a supersonic molecular beam. The absence of one-photon
absorption resonances for the xylenes in this wavelength
region, together with the correlation with previous
spectra of benzene 13 and substituted benzenes 27,40-43
indicate that the vibronic structure is due to twophoton resonances with the S 1 state, i.e. an S 1 twophoton resonant four-photon ionization process. (The
possibility of additional resonance at the third photon
level will be discussed in Section 3.5.4).
Dominating the S 1 two-photon resonant spectrum
of benzene is a 'false origin' band, 1570 cm- 1 above the
(electronically forbidden) origin band position, and
progressions of totally symmetric vibrations built upon
it. The relative intensity of the false origin band
in circularly- and linearly-polarized laser light proves
it to possess. totally symmetric vibronic symmetry in
10 Thus its. vibrational symmetry must be identical
to the S 1 electronic symmetry of b2 u • 5 Of the two b2
benzene. vibrations, v 14 and u 151 observation of 14
?
as the most intense hot-band 9 strongly suggests 14
as the false origin assignment.
The tremendous activity of v seems to derive
14
from the resultant nuclear displacements being ideal

Table 3.7 Two-photon allowed symmetries table

Compound
Molecular point group
(considering methyl groups
as single atoms)
Two-photon allowed symmetries
from totally symmetric level
(see Appendix 1: Tables A.1,
A.2)

ortho-xylene

C2

A 1 , A2 , B 1 , B 2

meta-xylene

para-xylene

C2

D 2

A1 , A2 , B 1 , B2

Ag

B 1gi B 2g

S 1 electronic symmetry
(using axes shown in
Appendix 2)21,22

A1

B2

B2

S -S transition
eecronically allowed

Yes

Yes

No

Two-photon allowed S
vibrational symmetries

a 1 , a2 , b 1 , b2

b 2 , b 1 , a 2 , a1

b2 u

B3

b3 , au , bi
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for vibronic coupling with the S 0 electronic wavefunctions18 .
The considerable increase in the \). 4 frequency from
S 0 (1309 cm- 1 ) to S 1 (1570 cm- 1 ) has been taken as
indicative of this interaction 42 .
Substituted benzene spectra, especially those
with mildly perturbing substituents such as a methyl
group, have closely analogous structure to benzene,
with 14, and bands built upon it involving totally
symmetric fundamentals and combinations, prominent in
the spectrum. In addition, for many substituted benzenes
the S0 +1 transition is two-photon electronically
allowed, and thus an electronically allowed spectrum is
interwoven with these. vibronically allowed bands.
3.4.2 Para-xyIene
Table 3.7 indicates the S 0 -S 1 transition to be
two-photon electronically forbidden for para-xylene,
thus the two-photon resonant spectrum (Figure 3.3,
data listed, in Table 3.8) is not expected to include any
electronically allowed bands.
The most intense feature of the spectrum is a closely
spaced pair of peaks, separated by 8.7 cm -1 , the lower
energy peak being 1570.3 cm- 1 above the origin band
position as determined from the One-photon resonant
spectrum (Table 3.2). The v 14 benzene frequency
(1570 cm) has been found relatively insensitive to
42 hence one of the peaks (here the'
substitution,

167a

1Wo21

LC 4800 dy.g
LC
500

490

480
14

Figure 3.3 Para-xyiene two-photon S 1
resonant four-photon ionization spectrum

•

LCL.80Qdye

obtained in a supersonic jet

J L)
510

50

- 50
Wavelength (m)

560

Table 3.8 Data from the S 1 two-photon resonant
para-xylene spectrum shown in Figure 3.3

Strength Air
Vacuum
wavelength (X) wavenunthers ()
±0.01 (nm)
±0.7(cm-1 )

Assignment
±1.0 (cm-1 )

w

528.77

37,813.0

vs

522.09

38,297.0

0.0

14

s

521.97

38,305.7

8.7

19b

s

511.80

39,067.2

770.2

141

m

511.67

39,077.0

780.0

19b1

s

511.42

39,095.7

798.7

1416b?

m

511.28

39,106.3

809.3

19b16b?

m

506.47

39,478.4

1181.4

147a

s

506.34

39,487.8

1190.8

1967a

s

501.63

39,859.0

1562.0

141

m

501.49

39,870.1

1573.1

19b1

m

501.09

39,902.0

1605.0

148a

w

500.95

39,913.2

1616.2

1968a

s

496.80

40,246.4

1949.4

147a1

s

496.71

40,253.8

1956.8

1967a1

s

496.46

40,274.0

1977.0

147a16b?

s

496.36*

40,282

1985

1967a16b?

s

491.84*

40,652

2355

147a

s

491.72*

40,6.62

2365

1967a

s

487.35*

41,027

2730

147a1

s

487.23*

41,037

2740

1967a1

18b

Table 3.8 (contd.)

Strength

Air
wavelength
±0.01 (nm)

(X)

Vacuum
wavenumbers
±0.7 (cm-1 )

Assignment
()
±1.0

(cm)

m

486.82*

41,072

2775

147a8a

m

482.67*

41,425

3128

147a1

m

482.37*

41,450

3153

147a16b?

m

478.03*

41,827

3530

147a

m

473.70*

42,209

3912

147a1

*
These peaks could not be discerned in the subsequent, poorer
quality, fully wavelength-calibrated spectrum. Thus the
values here are those obtained by the initial wavelength
calibration method, involving calibrating the dye laser
using the accurately-known peak positions of a benzene spectrum
run immediately after the xylene sample.
From the agreement between the two methods for the other.
peak positions, an uncertainty of 2-3 cm-1-can be estimated
for those marked with an asterisk.

- 50 stronger, lower energy component is chosen) can be
assigned to 14.
The other component, by forming a false origin,
duplicates the behaviour of 14 and is thus confidently
predicted also to be a b2 vibration. Inspection
of the remaining b 2u vibrational modes in para-xylene
(Table 3.3) suggests 19b as the most likely assignment,
the unusual increase in frequency probably deriving,
as for v 14 , from strong vibronic coupling with the
ground electronic state. The possibility of a combination
band assignment, with intensity deriving from strong
Fermi resonance with v 1 , must also be considered.
Arguing against such an assignment however, is an
analogous feature in the spectrum of para-difluoro-benzene, previously assigned to just such a Fermi
31
resonance . Since it is extremely unlikely that the
required chance coincidence of vibrational frequencies
would reoccur for para-xylene in a similar fashion, it
is here suggested that a reassignment of the paradiflurobenzene band to 19bis also necessary:
By analogy with other similar systems, the bands
higher in energy than these false origins are expected
to be a single quantum of v or v
in conjunction
1;
with totally symmetric fundamentals, overtones and
combinations.
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In the one-photon spectrum, Ebata et a1 24
reported bands 775 cm
(1 1 ), 802 cm
(unassigned) and
1186 cm

(7a) above the electronic origin, corresponding

in this two-photon spectrum to the set of peaks
770.2 cm 1 , 798.7 cm

and 1181.4 cm

above the 14

false origin, together with an identical set based
on the 19b false origin. None of the remaining a g
vibrations has a reasonable S 0 vibrational frequency
for the 798.7 cm. vibration in S 1 (see Table 3.3),
thus an overtone assignment, possibly 16b is
suggested here. Evidence for Fermi resonance between
the 770.2 cm and 798.7 cm bands, consistent with
an overtone assignment for the latter, will shortly
be discussed.
With one exception,, the higher energy band positions
in the two-photon resonant spectrum agree well with
various combinations of the above totally symmetric
vibrations built upon the pair of false origins.
This exception is the band

n,

1600 cm above

the origins, consisting of. two pairs of peaks and
occurring in 'the region: where bands due, to the . first
overtones and combination of the 770.2 cm and 798.7 cm
• vibrations in conjunction, with. the false origin
• vibrations are expected, i.e. (only v

14 components
listed) the transitions 1'41, 14.i16b and 1416b

in order of increasing energy.

CP
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However several features argue against this
straightforward assignment. Firstly,.an assignment of
141 for the lowest member of the quartet would
require a positive anharmonicity of 21.6 cm- 1 , but no
marked anharmonicity has been previously exhibited by
the v (ring breathing) vibration either in benzene 13
or its para-substituted derivatives 31 . Secondly, the
splitting of 43 cm- 1 between the pairs of peaks bears
no relationship to the. value of 28.5 cm- 1 separating
141 and 1416b. Thirdly, the appearance above
the noise level of only two, rather than the expected
three, pairs of bands is also somewhat surprising.
Instead, the following explanation is proposed.
In going from the fundamental to the first overtone
vibrational, level, a doubling in the unperturbed energy
level spacing between the two. vibrations, v and 2xv 16b'
leads to greatly reduced Fermi resonance. Thus the
intensity of the. vibration in Fermi resonance with
is diminished and

more closely approaches its

unperturbed. vibrational frequency. This hypothesis can
be simply tested. Assuming no Fermi resonance at the
first overtone level and v. 1 . to be harmonic, places the
unperturbed 14.1 level 781 cm above its false origin.
This position is, as required, just below the mid-point
(.784.4 cm) between the observed (perturbed and thus
mutually repelled) 141 and 1416b band positions.
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Thus the positive anharmonicity anomaly can be
accounted for and the lower-energy pair of peaks
attributed to 141 and 19b1.
The higher-energy pair (lower component 1605.0 cm- 1
above 14 1 ), correlating with the strong band seen in
one-photon absorption 1609 cm -1 above 000 21 , must be
unrelated to any lower-energy structure but instead due
to another a

vibration. Table 3.3 indicates
(Sà value = 1618 cm- 1 ) to be most likely.
It is interesting to note that the equivalent

spectrum of para-deuterobenzene 13 shows analogous behaviour,
hence a similar explanation to that above may well apply
in the case of this molecule also.

3.4.3 Meta-xylene
For meta-xylene, the S 1 -S 0 transition is twophoton electronically allowed (see Table 3.7). Thus
the S 0 - S 1 two-photon resonant spectrum is expected,
43
by analogy with similar systems 40, 42,
42,43 to be
composed of (i) an electronically allowed spectrum
consisting of the origin band and totally symmetric
vibrational levels built upon it, and (ii) a. vibronically
allowed spectrum with the same levels founded on the
14 false origin.

'131

1L213

•A..

21

A/

1412
1412

4 I
I., .

0

490

50

510

08

20

530

560

Wavelength (nrn)
Figure 3.4 Meta-xylene two-photon S 1 resonant
four-photon ionization spectrum obtained in
a supersonic jet

Table 3.9 Data from the S 1 two-photon resonant meta-xylene
spectrum shown in Figure 3.4

Strength

Air
wavelength (X)
±0.01 (nm)

Vacuum
wavenumbers ()
±0.7 (cm-1 )

L5

m

542.46

36,858.8

-91.2

vs

541.12

36,950.0

0.0

540.89

36,966.0

16.0

S

540.62

36,984.7

34.7

s

540.07

37,022.1

72.1

m

539.76*

37,043

93

w

532.74*

37,531

581

s

531.42

37,624.6

674.6

531.15*

37,644

694

m

530.98*

37,656

706

w

530.69*

37,676

726

w

530.43*

37,695

745

w

530.35*

37,700

750

w

527.89*

37,876

926

S

527.38

37,912.6

962.6

527.13

37,931

981

w

526.90

37,947.6

997.6

w

526.41*

37,983

1033

m

523.40*

38,201

1251

m

520.30

38,428.7

1478.7

s

519.06

38,520.6

1570.6

s

519.02

38,523.5

1573.5

'

Assignment

±1.0 (cm)

O

1

12

13

14

Table 3.9 (contd..)

Strength

Air
wavelength (A)
±0.01 (nm)

Vacuum
wavenuxnbers ()
±0.7 (cm)

Assignment
±1.0 (cm)

518.80*

38,540

1590

m

518.56

38,557.9

1607.9

m

518.04

38,596.0

1646.0

m

514.33

38,875.0

1925.0

m

511.34*

39,102

2152

s

510.10

39,196.7

2246.7

w

510.09*

39,198

2248

509.89*

39,213

•

w

509.72*

39,226

2.276

w

509.46*

39,246

2296

w

509.21*

39,266

2316

m

507.69*

39,383

2433

s

506.46

39,478.8

2528.8

s

506.42*

39,482

2532

506.21*

39,498

2548

w

506.01

39,513.9

2563.9

w

505.53*

39,551

2601

w

505.25*

39,513

2623

m

502.85*

39,762

2812

1413

in

49794*

.40,154.

3204.

14112

w

497.71*

40,173

3223

in

49444*

40,438

3488

w

494.21*

40,457

3507

12g/113

141

2263

1412

Table 3.9 (contd.)

Strength

*

Air
wavelength (A)
±0.01 (nm)

Vacuum
wavenumbers ()
±0.7 (cm-1 )

±1.0 (cm)

Assignment

w

494.02*

40,473

3523

w

493.56*

40,511

3561

m

491.01*

40,721

3771

w

490.79*

40,739

3789

w

490.60*

40,755

3805

w

487.67*

41,000

4050

1413

w

486.37*

41,109

4159

14112

w

483.10*

41,388

4438-

1412

w

47975*

41,677

4727

141213

See footnote to para-xylene table (Table 3.8).

**
The intensity of these bands was sensitive to expansion cooling
conditions. Strengths here are for mild cooling.
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The most intense peak in the meta-xylene spectrum
shown in Figure 3.4 (data listed in Table 3.9) is at
36,950.0 cm and can be confidently assigned to the
0 transition by comparison with the one-photon spectrum
(Table '3.4).
The peaks 674.6 cm- 1 , 962.6 cm 1 and 1251 cm- 1
above this origin correspond to bands seen in onephoton resonance at 677 cm
1250 cm -1 (unassigned) 22,24

(1), 964 .cui 1 (12g.) and
27 have
. Although Rava et al

assigned the 1251 cm band to 7a (possibly by analogy
with the other, two xylenes) in fact the v frequency
range for 'light' substituents such as the methyl
group is substantially higher for meta-substitution
(2995-3050 cm -1 ) than for ortho- (1200-1310. cm) or
para- (1175-1280 cm- 1 ) isomers 6. Thus an alternative
assignment of 13 is here suggested from inspection
of Table 3.5.
It should also be mentioned that, as Hopkins
et a1 32 have discussed for toluene, v 1 .and

V 12

are

more' labels than assignments. 'Substitution, by
selectively decreasing the. vibrational amplitude of the
substituted ring carbon, causes the form of the
substituted. '1' and '12'. vibrations to be a heavily
'scrambled' mixture 17,18 of(i) the benzene v (ring
breathing) mode and (ii) the benzene v 12 mode, for
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for which carbons 1, 3 and 5 move antiphase with carbons
2, 4 and 6 (see Figure 3.1). This treatment applies
equally to meta(1,3)-xylene, but not to the ortho (1,2)or para(1,4) isomers.
In the Figure 3.4 spectrum, excepting the origin
band, the most intense feature is a false origin peak
1570.6 cm above the true origin, assigned here to
14 in agreement with Rava et a1 27 . The assignment
of the peaks 676.1 cm- 1 , 958.2 cm
and 1241 cm
above this vibronic origin follows by analogy with
the electronic origin. The higher energy bands can
all be satisfactorily assigned to overtones and
combinations of these fundamentals in conjunction
with

Associated. with the major peaks in both one- and
two-photon S 1 resonant meta-xyiene spectra is. structure
extending 100 cm to higher energy, seen previously
in jet-cooled spectra 24 ' 27 1 , and a single prominent peak
191 cm lower in energy (none of this structure is
evident at room temperature 22 ' 23 ).
From comparison of Figures 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5,
together - with the results of other experiments, the
following observations can be made:-

i

M ld ci

(P.•=

Strong

_

(I.= 5

1412 bond

Wo bond

Figure 3.5 Effect of cooling on two-photon resonant meta-xylene
bands. (The arrow indicates the methyl torsional
hot-band).
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The peak 91.2 cm -1 below the origin
weakens from one- to two-photon resonance.
In two-photon resonance the -91 cm -1 bands
appear much stronger when associated with vibronically
allowed bands (of A 1 vibronic symmetry) than with
electronically allowed bands (of B 2 vibronic symmetry).
In two-photon resonance, upon varying the
degree of expansion cooling, the +17 cm bands
decrease dramatically in intensity with increased cooling.
All other structure seems to be invaric.nt.
In one-photon resonance,, no +17 cm band
is seen above the origin even under the mildest cooling
conditions. All structure is independent of expansion
cooling.
Inevitable small variations in alignment, timing,
equipment performance etc. between the spectra are not
thought to be responsible for these observations.
Discussing the structure to higher energy first.
By analogy with para-xylene earlier (Section 3.3.2),
methyl torsional motion is expected to be significant.
Unfortunately, little information exists about this
motion for meta-xylene in either electronic.state. Heat
capacity.data has been used. to determine an S 0 barrier
of 175 cm

which, from a microwave study of metafluorotoluene (V 3 "j16 cm- 1 , V6 '6 cm 1 ) 44 , is. anticipated
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to be predominantly due to a threefold barrier. The
increase in ring size from S 0 to S 1 , probably responsible
for decreasing the ortho-xylene barrier, may well also
lead to a reduction for the meta-isomer.
Both one- and two-photon resonant spectra indicate,
in contrast to ortho-xylene (see Section 3.3.4), a
change in going from S 0 to S 1 in the equilibrium position
of the methyl groups for torsional motion. Observation
(iii) obviously indicates the +17 cm peaks to be the
only hot-bands. The absence of such a peak from the
one-photon spectrum may well be due to the different
symmetry selection rules applicable for one- and twophoton resonance.
For the -91 cm bands, their invarience with
cooling seems to eliminate a hot-band assignment (either
vibrational or torsional). Although peaks due to
van der.Waals clusters have been seen for benzene,
toluene and para-xylene in both one- and two-photon
resonance 13,33,45,58 , red-shifted from the monomer
'by up to 150 cm, the extent of cluster formation
should vary with cooling conditions, and no such
variation is observed.
Thus, at present, the origin of this int.ruigWng
spectral feature is unclear. However other. types of
supersonic jet experiment, for example, dispersing any
fluorescence or mass-analysing the ionization products,
might well resolve this uncertainty.
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3.4.4 Ortho-xylene
Vibronic analysis of the ortho-xylene spectrum
shown in Figure 3.6 (data listed in Table 3.10) is
similar to that for the meta-isomer. Comparison with
the one-photon resonant spectrum (Section 3.3.4)
clearly identifies the band at 37,308.0 cm- 1 as the
electronic origin.
To higher energy are bands, also seen in onephoton. resonance 22,24 , separated from the origin by
693.5 cm, 939.9 cm -

cm

and 1196.2 cm 1 .

These presumably correlate with the ground state
vibrational frequencies 735 cm, 986 cm -

cm

and 1223 cm.- 1 respectively, which are active in both
one-photon absorption hot-band structure 22 and single
vibronic level fluorescence from the origin band 46
Agreement exists. in the literature as to.the
labelling of the 735 cm

(v 1 ) and 1223 cm

(V

7a)
vibrations, however assignment of the two remaining
vibrations is far from clear. On the basis of analogous
spectra, both are anticipated to be totally symmetric
ring, vibrations. Whilst the 1052 cm. vibration has
indeed been. variously assigned. to

v

18

(a 1 symmetry) 29

and a methyl internal, vibration of a 1 symmetry 6 , the
986 cm band has been identified with v 5 (a 2 symmetry) 6
and a methyl internal, vibration of b 2 symmetry 29 . From
the greater activity in Figure 3.6 of the 986 cm- 1
vibration, it is assigned here to V18b1 the 1052 cm
vibration is, however, left unassigned (vx).

Figure 3.6 Ortho-xylene two-photon S 1 resonant
four-photon ionization spectrum obtained
in a supersonic jet

VAI 01

LC 1800 dye

LC 5= dye

7

1 11 1.11", ,
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141

490

480

11"
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5'20
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Wavelength(m)

540
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Table 3.10 Data from the S 1 two-photon resonant ortho-xylene
spectrum shown in Figure 3.6

Strength

Vacuum
wavenumbers ()
±0.7 (cm)

Air
wavelength CX)
±0.01 (run)

Assignment.
±1.0 (cm-1 )

s

535.93

37,308.0

0.0

s

526.15

38,001.5

693.5

s

522.76

38,247.9

939.9

w

522.41*

38,273

965

w

521.90

38,310.9

m

519.28

38,504.2

1196.2

m

516.79

38,689.7

1381.7

w

516.05

38,745.2

1437.2

-

S

514.50

38,861.9

1553.9

19b

vs

514.24

38,881.6

1573.6

14

m

513.47

38,939.9

1631.9

118b

w

512.80*

38,991

1683

w

512.62

39 1 004.4

1696.4

1X

m

510.13

39,194.8

1886.8

7a1

m

506.93

39,442.2

2134.2

7a18b

m

505.52

39,552.2

2244.2

19b1

s

505.28

39,571.0

2263.0

141

m

502.38

39,799.4

2491.4

19b18b

s

502.14

39,818.5

2510.5

1418b

w

501.85*

39,842

2534

m

50135*

39,881

2573

118b,14X

in

500.56*

39,944

2636

1X18b

ms

499.23*

40,051

2743

1967a

s

499.01*

40.068

2760

147a

.

.

.

0 0.

18b
-

1002.9
7a

-

-

Table 3.10 (contd.)

Strength

Air
wavelength (A)
±0.01 (nm)

Vacuum
wavenumbers (5)
±0.7 (cm-1 )

Assignment
±1.0 (cm-1 )

in

498.24*

40,130

2822

118b7a

in

497.40*

40,198

2890

1X7a

in

496.98*

40,232

2924

in

496.88*

40,240

2932

S

496.75*

40,250

2942

S

496.66*

40,258

2950

M

496.39*

40,279

2971

m

495.19*

40,377

3069

s

493.69*

40,500

3192

s

493.60*

40,508

3200

in

492.88*

40,567

3259

1g1 8b, 141X

in

492.11*

40,630

3322

118bX, 7a18b

vs

490.63*

40,752

3444

1417a, 1418b

w

489.86*

40,817

3509

118b7a, 118b

in

489.15*

40,876

3568

1X7a, 1X18b

in

488.43*

40,936

3628

141

488.93*

40,970

3662

s

487.63*

41 1 003

3695

147a18b

in

486.91*

41,064

3756

1t8b7a

w

486.22*

41,122

3814

1187aX

ins

485.35*

41,196

3888

14118b

ins

484.62*

41,258

3950

141X, 147a

w

484.02*

41,309

4001

118bX, 118b7a

0

1 2
19b0 1
0

1 2
l4obo

-

18b7a
14118b01

-

0

Table 3.10 (contd.)

Air

Strength

wavelength (A)
±0.01 (nm)

Vacuum
wavenumbers (S)
±0.7 (cm-1 )

Assignment
±1.0 (cm)

-

•

ms

482.46*

41,443

4135

14118b

ins

47957*

41,693

4385

1417a18b, 1418b

in

476.68*

41,945

4637

1417ag, 141X

m

476.15*

41,992

4684

*

See footnote to para-xylene table (Table 3.8).

-
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A pair of intense peaks, 1553.9 and 1573.6 cm 1
above the electronic origin, behave analogously to the
two false origins in para-xylene (Section 3.4.2). The
higher energy peak is ascribed to 14 by virtue of its
wavenumber and greater strength. The peak to lower
energy must also possess a 1 vibrational symmetry for
strong vibronic coupling with the ground state;
inspection of. Table 3.6 reveals, as in para-xylene,
19b to be the most probable transition. Also, as
for para-substitution, the corresponding diflurobenzene spectrum 42 has an analogous feature, again
previously assigned to a Fermi resonance. A
reassignment to 19b is suggested here.
In the shorter wavelength half of the spectrum
two different types of band are generally apparent:
The expected strong, sharp pairs of peaks
due to. the highly active, totally symmetric
• vibrations, v i

, V

and

v

7

as fundamentals

overtones and combinations, in conjunction
with v14 and v
(i.e. the vibronicaily
allowed spectrum).
Weaker, broader bands assignable to the same
totally symmetric, vibrations built upon the
electronic origin band (i.e. the electronically
allowed spectrum).

Figure 3.6 reveals an unusually extensive
electronically allowed spectrum. The relatively long
vibrational progressions suggest a larger change in
the equilibrium position of the active vibrations than
for the meta- or para-transition 47 .

3.5 Further Discussion of the S Resonant
Xylene Spectra
3.5 .1 Introduction
The previous sections demonstrate how the wealth
of new, high-quality spectral data generated has not
only allowed determination for the first time of several
vibrational frequencies in the S 1 states of the xylene
isomers, but also resolved anomalies and suggestedreassignments in previously published spectra of the
xyienes and closely-related molecules.
In addition, in this section some aspects of the
spectra with more widespread ramifications will be
considered.
3.5.2 Anomalous intensity behaviour of V6a
Comparison of Figure 3.2 (and Reference 24) with
Figures 3.3-3.6 reveals, that, whilst all other totally
symmetric, vibrations strongly active in-one-photon
resonance are manifest' in the. two-photon spectra,

v

6

(a totally symmetric vibration for all three isomers) is
apparent in the former but consistently absent in the
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v

latter. The same
6 disparity has also been noted
for toluene 36,40 . The behaviour of v
is however
at variance with the conventional' vibronic transition
intensity picture (see Section 3.1.2) (the Re values
for these compounds are not anomalously small 23 ).
Instead, it seems that a transition (6a) with a totally
symmetric vibrational overlap integral must be gaining
its intensity in one-photon resonance not from a large
Franck-Condon factor (else it would also appear in
two-photon resonance) but from Herzberg-Teller intensity
stealing as discussed by Vasudev and Brand 3 .
To try to account for this behaviour consider
first the case of benzene itself. The vibration
dominates the .benzene one-photon S 0 -- S spectrum
(analogous to v 14 in two-photon resonance) deriving
its activity by Herzberg-Teller interaction with the
very strong one-photon allowed S 0 (A 1g )

S•(E 1i )

electronic transition. However, in two-photon resonance,
this transition is symmetry forbidden and so

is

dormant.
Upon substitution both v and S 3 are separated
into two components of differing symmetries. Nevertheless,
for all the above substituted molecules, the 6a and
6b. vibronic symmetries in S still correspond to the
expected symmetries of the two electronic states related
to S 3 . 23 Hence 6a and 6b can interact with their
respective strong one-photon allowed electronic transitions.
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Although beyond the scope of this work, it should
be noted that the behaviour of 6a in one- and twophoton resonant spectra of substituted benzenes is
very dependent on the substituent, with 6a gaining
Franck-Condon intensity (i.e. becoming increasingly
active in two-photon resonance) as the substituent
interaction with the n-electronic wavefunctjons is
increased 48 . The weakness of methyl perturbation is
indicated by the close, similarity of all the methylsubstituted benzene electronic absorption spectra.
Hence, although the topological symmetry is
substantially altered upon methyl substitution, that
of the il-electronic. wavefunctions is not 23 .
Nevertheless, this section shows how comparison
between one-photon and two-photon resonant spectra can
be used to determine the relative importance of
Herzberg-Teller and Franck-Condon contributions to
the intensity of certain. vibronic transitions. In
these cases, it. thus represents an elegant alternative
to the traditional method, involving studying the
behaviour of . .overtone and combination bands (see
Section 3.1.2)..

3.5.3 A 'new. Strong. vibronic coupling mode '19b
is normally assumed, deriving from the detailed
analysis of benzene, that '14 is singularly. vibronically
active in the-two-photon resonant. spectra of

-
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substituted benzenes. The major conclusion from the
work described here, namely that there exists a new
strong two-photon vibronic coupling mode,

v 19

indicates this assumption is not always appropriate.
The absence of 19b from the meta-xylene spectrum
suggests that only ortho- and para- substitution
induce substantial mixing, or 'harmonic mode scrambling',
between v 1 and

(the two vibrations are of

similar ground state energies and identical symmetries
for all three isomers).
Such mixing is. very significant, as the 14
peak height has been used as an internal intensity
calibrant for substituted benzene systems, in order
to compare experimental intensities with theoretical
relative intensity predictions'1719 . Crucial to
this' approach is the assumption that the peak height
is invarient to substitution, as has been found for
deuterated benzenes.. However, in the case of the
heavier.substituénts examined here, where mixing and
resultant intensity stealing seem likely to be
occurring, such an assumption is obviously invalid. The
much better agreement between experiment and theory
found by Rava et al 27 for these systems using the area
of the 14 band (19b. was not clearly resolved) as
a calibrant rather than the 14 peak height, is thus
readily explained.
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3.5.4 Appearance of continuous background
signal to higher energy
A salient feature of all three LC4800 dye
spectra (Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6) is a continuous
background ionization signal, apparently following the
dye energy wavelength profile, but not discernable in the
LC5000 dye spectra which overlap the signal's
onset at 500 nm.
Various experimental artefacts might be
contemplated as a possible explanation for this
observation:
Laser light incident on the electrodes.
Interference from this cause could easily be diagnosed,
since it generated signal independent of nozzle
operation. No evidence for such interference was
found. Furthermore, a realignment of the optics had
no noticeable effect on the relative intensity of the
background signal.
Insufficient cooling. Uncooled molecules
seem unlikely to be responsible, since for para-xylene
a larger backing pressure was used for the higher
energy dye. For meta-xyiene, the expansion cooling
was increased from that used-to generate the spectra
in Figure 3.4, by increasing, the backing pressure and
by interrogating, the beam further downstream. However,
neither of these measures. appeared to discriminate
against the background signal.
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Thermalised background molecules, resulting
from insufficient chamber pumping capacity, can probably
also be discounted, as all spectra of the xylenes
were obtained using comparable background pressures.
(iii) van der Waals species. Such species
cannot be the cause, since for the meta-xylene spectra
shown in Figure 3.4, the expansion cooling for the
dye LC5000 was undoubtedly more extensive than that
for the dye, LC4800, judging from the behaviour of
the methyl torsional hot-band (see also Figure 3.5)..
As none of the above explanations seems to be
appropriate, an alternative hypothesis can be tentatively
proposed.
For wavelengths shorter than 500 nm the LC4800
dye pulse energy, exceeded that from the dye LC5000.
Since, for .the - lower pulse energy dye, the background
signal appears - to be discriminated against relative to
the two-photon resonant. vibronic peaks, it is possible
that the signal is due to a'higher order process, for
example, three-photon resonance.
In benzene, the S 3 valence, state, of Ei electronic
symmetry, is the obvious candidate for a broad-threephoton allowed resonance in the 60,000-65,000 cm -1
23
49 have proposed an
region . Indeed, Achiba et al '
additional third-photon resonance for benzene when twophoton resonant with strong totally symmetric. vibronic

levels in S i . i.e. a 1 2 + 1 + 1' ionization process.
Since an analogous energy level scheme would also
seem to be applicable in the case of the xylenes, it
is conceivable, at sufficiently high laser pulse
energies, that a three-photon resonant ionization process can occur when off-resonant at the two-photon level.

3..6 'Near Ultra-Violet Laser Wavelength Spectra
3.6.1 Introduction
Figure 3.7 illustrates the 370-395 nm wavelength
region of the muItiphoton ionization spectra for the
xylenes in a supersonic jet. Although this region was
not investigated principally for pure spectroscopic
purposes, the spectra shown in Figure 3.7 reveal
structure not previously reported which will be briefly
discussed here.
Since, for these isomers the one-photon energy
(25 1 000-27,000 cm) falls well below the S 1 electronic
state, and the.three-photon energy (75,000-81,000 cm)
lies above, the Ionization Potential, where resonances
are expected to be broad and featureless 50,51
structure is predicted to be 'due to resonances at the
two-photon level (50,000-54,000 cm 1 ).
For benzene (see Figure 3.8) the important
states, around. this energy region are (together with
their electronic symmetry and origin energy):

3pJA1)08

O-xylene

m-xylene

(c)

pylene

I

I

I

370

380
Wavelength (nm.)

390

Figure 3.7 Two photon resonant three-photon ionization spectra
of the xylene isomers obtained in a supersonic jet.

Table 3. 11

Data from the spectra shown in Figure 3.7

Ortho-xylene
Air
Vacuum
Strength wavelength (X)a wavenumbers ()
±0.15 (nm)
±20 (cm-1 )

Assignmer
±30 (cm- 1)

m

389.44

51341

568*

m

386.19

51773

1000*

w

382.29

52301

1528*

S

377.53

52961

0

3 Pir.(A1 ) 0

m

372.55

53669

708

3p 71.(A 1 )1

OA

370.58

53954

993

w

369.03

54180

1219

3p 11.(A 1 )7a

Meta-xyIene
w

390.42

51212

m

388.25

51499

w

386.73

51701

w

384.93

51942
'Para.-xyIene

w

*

375.08

53305

3 p1 (Bi n )
false on

Wavenumbers relative to the room-temperature spectrum
origin at 50773 cm-1 28

a Wavelengths from the dye-laser. grating counter. Previous
calibrations have shown a counter offset error of at
most 2-3 cm-1 , i.e. much smaller than the peak position
measuring error due to the diffuseness of the bands.
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U
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w
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t
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Figure 3.8 Energy level diagram showing the positions and
symmetries of the assigned electronic states of
benzene (adapted from reference 50).

- 67 The S2 (Bin, "49,000 cni 1 ) and S3 (Ei,
54,500 cm) valence states 52 , giving rise to broad
continuous one-photon resonant absorption bands 20 ' 23 .

51,085 cm

The n = 3 Rydberg states, 1.e. 3s (E 19
53), 3p
55,913 cm; E2, 56,080 cm -1
Cr (A2,

Ai,. origin position unknown 54 ) and 3p (Ei,
Tr
55)
59,795 cm
appearing as discrete resonances.
(In reference 28 the 3a "A2 and

3 rr 1Ei assignments
have been incorrectly interchanged).
Methyl group perturbation, in addition to
splitting the doubly degenerate states 23 , seems to mix
the Rydberg states with isoenergetic. valence states.
As a result, lifetime broadening, responsible for the
diffuse nature of the. valence bands, also considerably
broadens Rydberg state absorptions 20 ' 23 . Hence, in
methyl-substituted benzene spectra, 3p (p-orbital
perpendicular to the molecular plane) Rydberg states,
but not 3p G (p-orbital in the molecular plane) Rydberg
states are apparent, due. to. the greater interaction of
the latter with. valence states. The. same reasoning
has been proposed to account for the relative weakness
of transitions to the 3s states relative, to those to
the

states in these systems 28.

;

CORMIM

3.6.2 Ortho-xylene
Data from the ortho-xylene spectrum, shown in
Figure 3.7 (listed in Table 3.11) reveals surprisingly
poor agreement with the published room temperature
peak positions of Uneberg et a1 28 , even allowing for the
diffuse nature of the bands. Nevertheless, the
prominent resonance in Figure 3.7(a) at 52,961 cm -1
must correlate with that previously seen at 52,895 cm -1 28
This peak was assigned, by analogy with the toluene
spectrum, as the origin band for the lower-energy
3 p Rydberg component (of B 2 symmetry). However,

Bolovinos et a1 23 have suggested that whereas the band
at 378.6 nm in the spectrum of toluene is a member of a
series coverging on the first Ionization Potential,
that in the spectrum of ortho-xylene, at 378.2 nm,
belongs to a series coverging on the second Ionization
Potential. This indicates that the ortho-xylene band
should instead be. assigned to the upper 3 p Rydberg
Tr
component (of A 1 symmetry). The other strong band
seen in the published, spectrum, at 396 nm (just outside
the lasing range of the dye used here), is possibly
due to the lower component.
Figure 3.7(a) shows bands-708-cm- 1 , 993 cm
1219 cm

and

to higher energy of the 3rr (A 1 ) origin band.

Rydberg state vibrational frequencies are generally
larger than.. their excited. valence state counterparts due
to the redudtion in antibonding character. Hence

comparison with Table 3.10 suggests 1, 18b and
7a as tentative assignments. The structure to lower
energy is probably vibronic structure built on the 3p
(B 2 ) origin.
An estimate of the 3p11 (A 1 ) Rydberg state lifetime can be calculated from the origin peak, if lifetime broadening is assumed chiefly responsible for
its bandwidth (full-width-half-maximum

AV

FWHM

= 90 cm1).

Using Heisenberg's uncertainty principle

t.. =

(3.9)
21r.C.VFWHM

a lifetime of 60 fs (1 femtosecond (fs) =• 10-15 sec.)
can be derived. This agrees with previous, values for
similar states, obtained both by this technique 50 and
by direct measurement 56 .
Finally, it should be noted that 'antiresonances'
seen previously in the Rydberg spectra of Qa?kthalene 57 ,
due to the. interaction between Rydberg levels and
isoenergetic. valence. vibronic levels of identical
symmetry, may well contribute to the width of. the
origin band and be responsible for the broad depression
in the background signal centred at 380 nm for all
three isomers.
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3.6.3 Meta- and Para-xylene.
Both the meta- and para-xylene spectra shown in
Figures 3.7(b) and 3.7(c) (data listed in Table 3.11)
have insufficient structure for detailed analysis.
However, by analogy with the ortho-xylene spectrum, it
is likely that the broad para-xylene resonance at
375 nm is due to the upper 3p 71. Rydberg component
(of Biu symmetry). The shift to higher energy
indicates a false origin assignment as expected from
the two-photon parity selection rule.
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CHAPTER

MuItiphoton Ionization Mass Spectrometry
(MPI-MS) of the Xylenes
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4.1

The Mechanism of MPI-MS
4.1.1 Introduction
A multiphoton ionization mass spectrum represents

the ionic product analysis of a fast, complex, multistep photochemical reaction. Thus, before attempting any
detailed interpretation of such spectra of the xylenes,
in this introductory section, the experimental and
theoretical evidence relating to the overall course of the
reaction will necessarily be carefully considered. The
reaction mechanism is here divided into three sections:
Excitation (i.e. the mechanism below the
Ionization Potential of the molecule).
Ionization.
Ionic fragmentation.
A unifying element throughout the analysis is kinetic
competition between photoabsorption ('up-pumping') and
other processes (notably dissociation) for the. various
real excited state populations. Virtual states will not
be considered since their effective lifetime (1O15 sec)
is too short for any photochemistry to occur.
4.1.2 Excitation
Gedanken, Robin and Kuébler 1 have proposed two
extremes of behaviour at the real resonant state of the
neutral molecule, depending on the relative rates of
up-pumping (=aI for a one-photon absorption) and dissociation
(Zr), where a denotes the relevant absorption cross-

section (cm 2 ) and I the photon flux (photons cm 2 sec 1 ).
For Class A systems (see Figure 4.1(a)) GI >> y, thus
ionization precedes fragmentation, whereas for Class B
systems y >> aI, hence fragmentation precedes ionization.
Multiply-bonded organic molecules such as benzene and the xylenes have been placed in Class A, molecules with
more fragile bonding, for example organometallics, have
generally been assigned to Class B. However, since
different real states of a neutral molecule can have
dissociation rates differing by many orders of magnitude,
the states relevant to the xylerie mass spectra presented
in Sections 4.2-4.4 will here be separately considered.
(a) S 1 resonance
For benzene and substituted benzenes the S 1 states
exhibit typical Class A behaviour. In the case of benzene
itself this is not unexpected, since previous nonlaser experiments had found no evidence for dissociation
up to 9,5.00 cm -1 above the S 1 origin 2 . .. However elegant
two-1&ser studies byBoesi et a1 3 and Pandolfi et a1 4
have indicated that, even if dissociation products are
somehow produced from S 1 . by laser irradiation, they do
not significantly affect the MPI mass spectrum.
In the two-laser experiment of Boesi et al, the
first laser (the 'ionization laser') produced only
benzéne molecular ions via S 1 one-photon resonance twophoton ionization. These ions were then irradiated 17 nsec
later by. a second laser (the 'fragmentation laser')
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(a) Possible excitation mechanisms
(b) Possible ionizationLfragmentation mechanisms

- 79 yielding fragment ions. Since the total charge was
identical with or without the second laser, the molecular
ion must have been the precursor for all the fragment
ions seen in the mass spectrum, i.e. Class A behaviour.
- For the experiment of Pandolfi et al, the laser
scheme was similar, but after the ionizing laser pulse,
molecular ions were accelerated by a strong electric
field out of the focal. region of the second laser before
it fired, thus leaving only neutral fragments to be
probed. No.fragment ions were seen, confirming the
involvement of the molecular ion in their production.
Furthermore, as will be referred to in Sections
4.1.3 and 4.1.4, these two key experiments, taken together,
provide, valuable insight into subsequent stages of the
reaction mechanism, since they demonstrate that any
neutral fragments produced, either by dissociation
from superexcited states or by ionic fragmentation, were
not ionized under the experimental conditions.
A notable exception to the general picture of
Class A behaviour for aromatic systems is provided by
the lenzaldehyde molecule (for which, unlike benzene
and the xylenes, the lowest -rr
than

state is S 2 rather

Dissociation to yield the exceptionally

stable products, CO and C 6 H6 , has been shown to compete
with S 2 photoabsorption at low laser intensities 5 ' 6 .
However, for the greater intensity levels-typically used in
MPI-MS work, even this system reverts to Class A behaviour.

It should also be briefly mentioned that an S 1
process other than dissociation, namely Intersystem Crossing
Kisc
(ISC) (S 1
) T 1 ) has recently been implicated in
accounting for the behaviour of MPI mass spectra of
heavy-atom substituted benzenes such as bromobenzene
(Kisc ".2 x 1011 s) 7 . For methyl-substituted benzenes
however the rate of intersystem crossing is too slow for
appreciable triplet formation (e.g. for toluene
8), hence no such effect will be
KISC 10 7 s_i
considered for the xylene spectra.
(b) Higher state resonance
Gedanken et a1 1 state:
"Without exception, a valence-shell resonance
state in the vacuum ultraviolet (wavelength
shorter than 2000 ) will fragment so quickly
due to its strong antibonding nature that
Class B behaviour is assured. On the other hand,
if the optical electron instead is placed in
a non-bonding Rydberg orbit, y usually is
then small, and Class A behaviour results".
However for benzene-type systems, again with
the exceptions of benzaldehyde and possibly perfluorobenzene 9 ' 10 , experimental evidence (albeit mostly
obtained close to the 200 nm, 50,000 cm, threshold)
does not seem to support this unequivocal statement.
The evidence derives firstly from Multiphoton
Ionization Photoelectron Spectroscopy (MPI-PES) studies
of benzene using one-photon (193 nm ArF excimer
radiation, photon energy "51,800 cm) 11 and two-
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photon (391.4 nm, two-photon energy 51,100 cm 1 ) 12
resonances. Whilst the latter wavelength is two-photon
resonant with a Rydberg state, the former probes the
S 2 valence-shell resonance. However in both cases the
spectra show a strong peak corresponding to ionization
of the neutral molecule (i.e. Class A behaviour) even
at the relatively low laser intensities used.
The intensity dependence. of the benzene MPI-MS
fragmentation patterns, using one-photon 13 and twophoton 14 valence-shell resonances in this region, also
suggests Class A behaviour. In both experiments, as
the laser intensity is reduced the molecular ion signal
increases markedly relative to the fragment ions.
From the quoted remark one might expect exactly the
opposite behaviour, since low intensities should favour
dissociation relative to the up-pumping process
(see Figure 4.1(a)).
This piece of evidence does not however refute the
statement, .as any dissociation products generated, as
well, as .having a higher adiabatic Ionization Potential
than the neutral molecule, could well be. vibrationally
hot. Thus to attain their 'effective Ionization
Potential' 8 they are likely to require a higher
order photon process than that for the excited state
neutral molecule (see Figure 4.1(a)). Hence, as the
intensity is reduced, the molecular ion/fragment ion
ratio could increase even if relatively more neutral

fragments were being produced at the resonant state.
(Of course this conclusion, that any neutral
fragments generated at the excitation resonant state,
or elsewhere, are likely to have relatively small
ionization cross-sections, serves as an explanation for
the two-laser experimental results 3 ' 4 noted earlier).
Finally, the recent work of Ikeda et a1 15 measuring
the dissociation rate of toluene following 193 nm laser
irradiation is also pertinent here. Approximately 80%
of the S 3 population is suggested to be very rapidly
internally converted to highly vibrationally excited
S levels, from whence the dissociation rate (to give
the benzyl radical) is only (2.4 ± 0.2) x 10 6
Therefore these molecules, if they lead to ionization
products, would have to exhibit Class A behaviour.
(The remaining 20% of the S 3 population predissociate).
It must be concluded from all the above studies
that for benzene, and hence by analogy for closelyrelated molecules such as the xylenes, contrary to
the conclusions of Gedanken et al, resonances close to
50,000 cm will follow Class A behaviour under typical
laser conditions.
4.1.3 Ionization
Two possible mechanisms must be considered for the
ionization step (i) Direct ionization and (ii) Autoionization. For these experiments the distinction

between the two mechanisms can be illustrated by
considering a benzene molecule in the S 1 valence state
(i.e. electronic configuration

( a2 u )2 (ei g ) 3 (e2 u ) ).

Absorption of a UV photon can either (i) excite the
e 2u electron, which then has an energy greater than
the Ionization Potential and is ejected. This onestage process is Direct Ionization, or (ii) excite
another electron. In the latter case, although the
total electronic energy is greater than the Ionization
Potential, no single electron has sufficient energy to
be emitted. Thus a neutral state above the Ionization
Potential, a 'superexcited state', is populated. This
state can then spontaneously change its electronic
configuration such that one electron acquires sufficient
energy. This two-stage process is called Autoionization
(strictly 'electronic autoionization') and the superexcited states are thus often referred to as
'Autoionizing states'.
Unfortunately experimental techniques such as
MPI-PES have proved unable to distinguish between the two
mechanisms for molecules as large as bénzene 16 . Furthermore, they have discredited the earlier interpretation
of diffuse structure just above the benzene Ionization
Potential as being due to autoionizing states 17 .
However, an important question that is amt.nable
to investigation is, whether any superexcited states
which may be populated autoionize faster or slower than
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the up-pumping rate. In other words (see Figure 4.1(b))
is absorption above the ionization potential by ionic
species (i.e. ascending the 'ladder' of Ionic states)
or by neutral species (i.e. ascending the 'ladder' of
Autoionizing states)? Although dissociation is another
important competing process for the superexcited state
population, on the basis of the experimental results
described earlier (section 4.1.2(a)) this decay route
will not be considered here.
A simple calculation, assuming an autoionizing
and a generous superexcited state
16 cm2 , suggests
one-photon absorption cross-section of 1029 photons
that at typical laser photon fluxes (i.e. <10
rate of 10 13

cm- 2 sec 1 ) autoionization will dominate up-pumping.
(In which case, fortunately, the dependence of the
resultant MPI mass spectrum on the ionization mechanism
is greatly reduced) . Several lines of experimental
evidence support this conclusion.
Firstly, MPI-PES studies of benzene and substituted
benzenes at a variety of laser wave1engths' 12 ' 16 ' 18 ' 19
show no. .peaks corresponding to ionization involving
more photons than the minimum number required to exceed
the ionization potential, thus arguing against the
autoionizing states ladder model.
Secondly, Boesi et a1 3 found the benzene MPI mass
spectrum to be independent of the delay (At = 0-17 nsec)
between ionization and fragmentation lasers (see
section 4.1.2(a)). In 17 nsec any superexcited state

- 85 must presumably have had sufficient time to autoionize,
and thus absorption of the delayed laser pulse, leading
to fragment ions, must be by ionic species. Since the
same mass spectrum was generated when At = 0 (i.e.
equivalent to a one-laser experiment), the same mechanism
is assumed to be operating.
Thirdly, marked decreases in the relative strength
of the molecular ion signal have been seen as the
wavelength is changed, such that a multiple of the
photon energy becomes energetically sufficient to access
20, 21 , thus
an excited state of the parent ion. 7,
clearly indicating the ionic states model to be
appropriate.
4.1.4 Ionic Fragmentation
From the experiment of Boesi ët al 3 (Section 4.1.2(a)),
demonstrating the molecular ion to be the precursor
for all the fragment ions, two ionic fragmentation models
can be proposed (see Figure 4.1(b)).
(.i) Absorption Multiple Fragmentation (AMP)
For this model the molecular ion is the only
photon-absorbing ionic species. Different dissociation
channels at the. various photon levels lead to the range
of fragment ions generated.
(ii) Multiple Absorption Fragmentation (MAF)
In this model, fragmentation proc.tcLs via the
ionic-fragment dissociation 'staircase', i.e. primary

fragment ions can absorb and dissociate (or 'ladder
switch') to yield smaller fragment ions which can in
turn absorb, etc.
For benzene Hering et a1 22 discovered a reduction
in ionic fragmentation when a single picosecond laser
pulse, rather than a much less intense nanosecond pulse,
was used. This was explained using the MAP model,
i.e. molecular ion fragmentation occurred too slowly
for the primary fragment ions to be generated before
the end of the picosecond laser pulse.
Further experimental evidence for the MAP model
has been suggested by Boesl et a1 23 . In. their experiments
primary fragment ions from benzene were selectively
irradiated by a second laser. They observed that a mass
spectrum similar to that generated in a single laser
experiment could be produced, and concluded that
absorption by fragment ions was involved in the
fragmentation pathway.
Theoretical work, in which the relative rates of
up-pumping and dissociation have been calculated for
the benzene molecular ion, accords with these experimental
findings. For laser wavelengths of '250 nm the
molecular ion absorption cross-section is e\,10- 17 cm

24,

hence for typical .focussed UV laser fluxes the up-pumping
rate is 10 8 - 10 9
The unirnolecular dissociation
rate can be calculated using Quasi-Equilibrium Theory
(QET), making the standard assumption that all
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dissociation is occurring from vibrationally excited
levels of the ground ionic state 25 (although this has
recently been questioned in the light of results from
- two-colour pump-pump picosecond laser experiments 26 ).
The simple QET expression for the molecular ion
dissociation rate, k, is as follows
k(E)

=

v(

E - E 0) S-i

(4.1)

E
where E 6 is the activation energy for the dissociation
reaction,
E is the internal energy of the molecular ion
v may be regarded as a frequency factor
and S is the effective number of oscillators,
showing that the dissociation rate increases with
increasing internal energy. Dietz et a1 27 and Rebentrost
and Ben-Shaul 28 have demonstrated for benzene that,
whereas with internal energy corresponding to one UV
photon ("5 eV) up-pumping dominates any possible
dissociation processes 29 , with "10 eV of internal energy,
dissociation becomes dominant. Thus a ladder switch
takes place at the two-photon level. As this energy
level is lower than the appearance potential of some
of the small ionic fragments, for instance C, the MAF
model must be invoked to explain their appearance in the
MPI mass spectrum.

Evidence confirming the applicability of QET for
MPI-MS has been provided by the observation that in
the photofragmentation of the benzene-d 6 molecular ion,
charge is preferentially retained by the larger fragment
(cf. Stephenson's rule in conventional mass spectrometry) 4 .
Thus a fairly clear picture emerges of the primary
fragmentation process. That is, the molecular ion is
up-pumped until a dissociation channel becomes kinetically
competitive. Efforts have been made to elucidate the
mechanisms for secondary and subsequent fragmentations 27 .
However, the paucity of data on absorption crosssections, dissociation rates and branching ratios of the
fragment ions generated, render such attempts fairly
speculative.
Experiments seeking to derive information on the
fragmentation pathway from fragment ion kinetic energies 12,30
have been similarly inhibited. These studies have,
however, shown that the ionic fragments are generated with
thermal-type kinetic energy distributions, and with
fairly low, average translational energies (<E> = 0.26 0.13 eV for C to C 4 H 3 respectively). This indicates
that the excess energy over that required for dissociation
generally remains as internal energy of the fragments, again
consistent with a QET model.
An interesting approach has been that of Newton and
Bernstein 31 in which an ensemble of ions is first
generated by either Electron Impact or MPI, and then a

second tunable laser is employed to photodissociate these
species. By subtracting various mass spectra, information
can be gained on the fragmentation pathways, under their
experimental conditions, for a number of the principal
primary ions from benzene and some substituted benzenes.
4.1.5 Other Factors Affecting MPI Mass Spectra
In addition to fragmentation processes occurring
during the laser pulse, the recorded fragmentation pattern
will obviously be affected by 'metastable' fragmentations
occurring in the transit time (a few i.sec) between the
laser irradiation region and the mass analyser. Whilst
these unimolecular ionic dissociation processes may be
readily apparent with magnetic sector mass. spectrometers,
they are not normally detected usixg the conventional
Quadrupole and Linear time-of-flight (TOFMS) instruments
almost universally employed for MPI-MS work.
It was originally suggested that metastable ion
fragmentation need not be considered 4 , however it has
been shown in both Linear TOFMS 32 and more extensively
in 'Reflection' TOFMS 33 , that significant ionic
fragmentation can occur on the microsecond time-scale
following the laser pulse.
Collisions are a second process that can alter
the nascent ion fragmentation pattern. Under all the
experimental conditions employed in the work presented

in this thesis, collisions during laser irradiation need
not be considered, since only at pressures of a few torr
is the bimolecular collision rate on the nanosecond
timescale. However, for the far longer ion transit
timescale, collisional processes become significant at
much lower pressures. Of particular importance are ionmolecule reactions (e.g. A+ + B - A + B+) which can have
rate constants of 2 x 10

cm3 molecule 1 sec 1 . Thus for

our equipment (transit time to the detector 40 s) the
possibility of such reactions must not be neglected above
10 torr. Since all the spectra here shown were obtained
close to this threshold, careful checks were made to
verify there was no interference from such effects.
The pressure was varied in the range 2 x 10- 6
1074 torr with no discernable change to the fragmentation
pattern and, in an additional experiment, a ".'l : 1
mixture of benzene (I.P. = 9.252 eV 14 ) and nitric oxide
(I.P. = 9.264 eV 34 ) was irradiated with 386.42 nm laser
light. Using the individual compounds it could be shown that
only benzene was ionized at this wavelength. Although no
m/e,30 signal was detected with benzene alone, some was
generated by the mixture (presumably due to the charge
transfer reaction C 6 H 6 + NO + C 6 H 6 + NO but only when
torr.
the pressure exceeded
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Figure 4.2 The 70 eV El mass spectra of the xylene isomers
(mass to charge ratios in parentheses are due to background signal)
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4.1.6 Comparison of MPI and El Ionic
Fragmentation Mechanisms
The analysis of Electron Impact (El) ionization
mass spectra (Figure 4.2) involves considering a series
of competing, consecutive unimolecular decomposition
reactions of energetically excited parent ions. With
MPI-MS however, additional competition exists between
these reactions and the up-pumping process. The multiple
excitation occurring in the latter case is simply a
consequence of the much greater photon flux (n,10 26
photons cm -2 sec- 1 ) compared to the electron flux
(10i6 electrons cm- 2 sec- 1 ), since the cross-sections
for electron and photon interaction are fairly similar 13 .
Whilst multipletation, rather than a single
excitation event of the same energy, affects the
fragmentation pattern because of the likely different
Franck-Condon factors for the ionization step, a more
important distinction between the mechanisms is that in
El-MS (and the other conventional forms of MS) all the
excitation energy is given to the molecular species.
However in the MAF model of MPI-MS (figure 4.1(b)) a
large proportion of the total excitation energy can be
absorbed by fragment ions. There is thus no a priori
reason to expect that the fragmentation pathway will be
the same in both cases. Nevertheless, similarities
might well exist, especially in the production of
the high mass ions, for which fragment ion excitation is
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generally not involved. For this reason, the information
derived from El studies of the xylenes will here be
briefly discussed before proceeding to the analysis of
the MPI mass spectra.
In 1958 Meyerson and Rylander 35 drew the following
conclusions from a careful investigation of the
dissociation mechanism of para-xylene:
the following pathways
-CH
C8H10
(m/e 106)
and

-C2H2
C5 H 5
We 65)

We 91)

-H

C8H1

.. CH

We 106)

-C2H2
C 8H 9
(m/e 105)

C6 H 7
We 79)

were definitely established by metastable peaks in the
mass spectrum.
- and deuterium-substituted spectra showed
that extensive rearrangement was taking place prior to the
loss of the methyl group.
The C 7 H 7 (m/e 91) ion appeared to have the
tropylium (cycloheptatriene) ion structure [ (CH) 7 ] ,
rather than the benzyl (CH 2 -C 6 H 5

or tolyl (CH 3 -C 6 H4 ]

ion structures, which might be expected from a simple alkylto-ring bond cleavage.
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Figure 4.2 reproduces the 70 eV El mass spectra of
the xylenes obtained using the SX200 quadrupole mass
spectrometer which, after correction for the water and
air background signals, are in good agreement with
spectra in the literature 36. The striking similarity of
the spectra clearly indicates rearrangement of the isomers
to a common structure. Of course, for any fragmentation
pathway involving the tropylium ion, such similarity is
expected as the memory of substituent position must be
lost in its formation. Figure 4.2 also provides further
evidence against the tolyl ion structure, since there
is virtually no C 6 H 4 (m/e 64) signal, which might be
anticipated to be generated by cleavage of the remaining
alkyl-ring bond.

4.2

S 1 One-Photon Resonant MPI. Mass Spectra
Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.8-4.11 illustrate the wavelength

and intensity dependences of the room-temperature xylene
MPI mass spectra in the 267-283 nm laser wavelength range,
i.e. using the S 1 origin bands of the isomers as the onephoton resonant state for excitation.
Comparison with the El mass spectra (Figure 4.2)
immediately reveals two important differences. Firstly,
the appearance in the high intensity MPI mass spectra of
signal at m./e 12 due to the bare carbon ion, C (requiring
energetically at least 4-5 till photons for its formation 28'39),
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Laser intensity dependence of the 272.25 nm paraxylene MPI mass spectrum
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Figure 4.4 wavelength dependence of the para-xylene MPI mass
spectrum. (The laser intensity increases from 1000 MW/cm 2
at 267 rim to 1600 MW/cm 2 above 275 rim)
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emphasizes that the absorption of excitation energy by the
ionic species can lead to a far more extensive fragmentation
than that possible with a single neutral, excitation event
of comparable or even greater energy (see also
Figure 4.12 for a more dramatic example). Other energyexpebsive fragments such as C 4 H 2 We 50) and C 3 H
(m/e 37) are also much more intense here. Secondly, no
air or water background signal is ever apparent in the MPI
mass spectra, which were obtained with background
pressure conditions comparable to those for the spectra
shown in Figure 4.2. This demonstrates the selectivity of
laser ionization which is crucial in analytical applications,
and which will be fully discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 4.5(b) is a reproduction of the ion cyclotron
resonance photodissociation spectrum and the photoelectron
spectrum of para-xylene. The former spectrum, which will
play a central role in analysing the para-xylene MPI
mass spectra, shows optical absorptions from low internal
energy 'thermalized ground state molecular ions (M+)
specifically to their dissociative excited electronic states.
It thus probes, by ion excitation, states previously
studied by photoelectron spectroscopy (neutral ionization)
(see Figure 4.5(a)), but with selection rules and FranckCondon factors more appropriate to MPI-MS, i.e. ionization
followed by photoexcitation.
Assuming the dissociation yield from the excited
states is constant (for para-xylene these states are
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Figure 4.5 (a) The processes involved in Photodissocjatjon
spectroscopy (PDS) and Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES)
(b) The Photodissociatjon spectrum (.) and Photoelectron
spectrum of para-xylene (taken from reference 37)
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expected to be non-fluorescent 38 ), then the photodissociation cross-section will mimic the absorption
cross-section from the ground ionic state. Based on the
heats of formation 39 , the most energetically favourable
dissociative pathway is that forming (M-CH 3 )(i.e.
rn/e 91) which has an energy threshold only 2.03 eV above
the para-xylene ionization potential 37 .
For analysing the para-xylene MPI ionic fragmentation
mechanism, ionic signal ratios rather than absolute
signal levels will be preferred, since the former are
not influenced (for Class A behaviour) by wavelength or
intensity dependences below the ionization potential.
Such dependences do, however, affect the latter since
they control the overall ionization signal levels
(Cf. Chapter 3). Hence, Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.8-4.11 show
that the integrated signal is reduced either at low laser
intensity or off-resonance with the S 1 room-temperature
origin band.
In Figure 4.6, the intensity and wavelength dependence
of the para-xylene (molecular ion (M)/Total fragment ion)
and ((M-CH 3 )/smaller (m/e <91) fragment ion) signal
ratios obtained from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 have been plotted.
In both cases, the ion signal in the denominator of these
ratios has been approximated by summing the peak intensities
of each of the relevant carbon 'clumps'. Figure 4.6
clearly demonstrates that both ratios decline either with
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Figure 4.6 Laser wavelength and intensity dependences of para-xylene
MPI mass spectra signal ratios.
Laser intensity dependence of the (M/Total fragment
ion) (—) and ((M-CH 3 )/SFI (----)) signal ratios for
the spectra shown in Figure 4.3.
Wavelength dependence of the same signal ratios for the
spectra shown in Figure 4.4. Also plotted is (3hv-I.P.)
to facilitate comparison with Figure 4.5.

increased laser intensity or longer laser wavelength. Thus,
the extent of fragmentation actually increases with
decreasing photon energy. (Although the spectra plotted
in Figure 4.6(b) were not all obtained with exactly the
same laser intensity, their intensity variation (noted
in Figure 4.4) is shown by Figure 4.6(a) not to be
significant).
As a possible explanation for these findings, the
simple kinetic model illustrated in Figure 4.7 can be
suggested. (It is vitally assumed,. from Section 4.1,
that all the xylene fragment ions have a molecular ion
precursor). The model differs from that implicated in
the case of benzene (Section 4.1.4), only in that
dissociation at the one-photon level (above the I.P.)
is now included as competing with up-pumping for the excibed
ionic state population. This is not unreasonable since
the internal energy above the relevant dissociation
threshold ((E-E 0

)

in equation 4.1.) is more than twice

that for the benzene case discussed earlier.
It should be stated immediately that the model is
probably an oversimplification of the real situation, since
the pathways yielding (M-CH 3 ) + ions and the smaller ionic
fragments are unlikely to be mutually exclusive. In other
+

words, some (M-Ch 3 ) ions can be produced from M

, and

conversely (depending on for example the rate of
dissociation, y, and the (M_CH3)+ ion absorption cross
section) smaller ionic fragments can be generated from

smaller (m/e<91)ionic fragment

(M-CH)

M

Figure 4.7

Possible para-xylene ionic fragmentation model
(Note that the pathways leading to many of the
smaller ionic fragments will involve fragment
photoabsorption (see Figure 4.1(b)).

- 97 photodissociation of (M-CH 3 )ions. Nevertheless, if the
processes indicated in Figure 4.7 are assumed to be the
dominant pathways to the fragments in question, the
following qualitative predictions would follow:
As the laser intensity is increased at constant
wavelength - (a) the rate of up-pumping to the
dissociative states is accelerated, hence the (M+/Total
fragment ion) signal ratio should decrease; (b) the
((M-CH 3 )/smaller fragment ion) signal ratio (= 1/ 0 2 1 )
should also decrease.
As the wavelength is changed at constant laser
intensity (a) the (M/Total fragment ion) signal ratio
will depend on the wavelength dependence of a. (since,
for instance, a large a t will facilitate up-pumping and
thus reduce the ratio). Figure 4.5(b) indicates that
over the three-photon energy range appropriate here
(4.7 to 5.5 eV above the I.P. for 283 to 267 nm
light respectively)

0.1 increases to longer wavelengths,

thus the ratio should decrease with decreasing photon
energy. (Although the kinetic energy carried off by the
photoelectron has here been neglected, the predicted trend
is unaltered even if the maximum possible energy value
(2hv - I.P.) is assumed); (b) the ((M-CH 3 )/smaller
fragment ion) should also decrease to longer wavelengths
(providing 02 is relatively invarient over this wavelength
range) since (E-E 0 ) and hence the dissociation rate, y,
are being reduced (see Equation 4.1)

MMM

Satisfying agreement exists between these qualitative
predictions and the experimental data plotted in Figure 4.6.
However, despite this evidence in favour of the model, and
hence in favour of the ionic states mechanism for ionic
fragmentation, proof of this mechanism requires information
over the relevant energy range on (1) the dissociation
rate, y, (ii) the cross section a 2 , (iii) the absorption
cross-section of the (M_CH3)+ ions generated. None of
this data is readily available.
Interestingly, Takenoshita et a1 4° have published
para-xylene MPI mass spectra obtained using 248 nm KrF
excimer radiation. For this wavelength the three-photon
level exceeds the I.P. by 6.55 eV and thus, from
Figure 4.5(b), a

is expected to be small. The lowest

intensity spectrum (2 MW/cm 2 ) shows the molecular ion
as the only peak, presumably indicating negligible uppumping (Oil) to the dissociative state. The same effect
can be seen in the ortho-xylene spectrum obtained with
the lowest laser intensity (14 MW/cm2 ) shown in Figure 4.10.

Amongst the smaller para-xylene ionic fragments there is
no marked wavelength dependence exhibited by the spectra
shown in Figure 4.4. However, with increasing laser
intensity (Figure 4.3) a relative shift of signal to the
lower mass fragments is readily apparent. This standard

result in MPI-MS is expected because of the higher heats
of formation of the smaller ionic fragments 28,39 which
can thus require overall higher-order photon processes
for their formation (see Figure 4.1(b)). Indeed, some
workers have plotted ln(fragment signal) against
ln(laser intensity) thereby obtaining a straight line
from which n, the number of photons required to form the
particular fragment, has been deduced. The spectra. in
Figure 4.3 yield no such straight line, consistent with
the 248 nm study 40 , indicating that intensity-dependent
fragment ion population depletion processes, e.g.
photolysis (see Figure 4.1(b)), are significant here.
In addition to the above general trend, the C 4 H 2
(m/e 50), C 3 H We 37) and C 2 H + (m/e 25) fragments seem
particularly sensitive to laser intensity, suggesting
that higher-order processes are involved in the formation
of these fragments compared to the other fragments in
their respective carbon clumps. Again this is consistent
with higher heats of formation for these fragments than
for their neighbours in these clumps 28 ' 39 .
Although these intensity dependence explanations for
the behaviour of the small fragment ions are qualitatively
the same as those for the higher masses analysed earlier,
here, the uncertainty in the fragmentation pathway
resulting from the dearth of the required rate data noted
in Section 4.1.4, make any kinetic modelling impracticable.
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The MPI mass spectra of the other two isomers
(Figures 4.8-4.11), for which photodissociation spectra
are not available, behave analogously to those of paraxylene, hence they will not be discussed separately.
However, it is important to note that this similarity of
behaviour clearly suggests that the xylenes isomers under
these experimental conditions follow a common fragmentation
pathway. Thus, as for El-MS (Section 4.1.6), rearrangement
to a common structure is again indicated.

4.3 Near Ultra-Violet Laser Wavelength MPI
Mass Spectra
Figure 4.12 illustrates the MPI mass spectra of
benzene and the xylenes obtained using various laser
wavelengths between 375-392 nm, i.e. utilizing the twophoton resonances discussed in Section 3.6. The benzene
spectrum was recorded primarily as a check on our system
and is in excellent agreement with previously published
results 30,41
As in the preceding section, the xylene spectra are
virtually identical (although the relative intensities
of the C 2 clump peaks do show some slight, variation),
again arguing for a common fragmentation pathway.
Interestingly, the. fragmentation patterns in Figure 4.12
indicate that in the case of benzene a completely different,
42
overall much. slower fragmentation pathway is involved.

o-xylene

benzene
12

A391 .4nm.

77nm

12

10 30 50 70 90

10 30 50 70 90 110

10 30 50 70 90 110

10 ' 0 ' O ' 70 OC

(rn/ e )
with
Figure 4.12 MPI mass spectra of benzene and the xylenes obtainednear UV laser wavelengths
(The laser intensity decreases from 30 GWcm 2 at 392 nm to

n,

20 GWcm 2 at 375 nm).
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Comparison with the 267-283 nm MPI mass spectra
of the xylenes (Section 4.2) reveals a dramatic increase
in fragmentation, with the high mass ionic fragments in
particular completely absent.
Several possible explanations can be proposed to
account for this behaviour.
Firstly, the increased fragmentation could be
considered tobe entirely due to the higher laser intensities
used to,obtain the spectra shown in Figure 4.12 ("20 times
the maximum possible with the KDP frequency doubling crystal).
However, this seems unlikely to be the complete explanation
as there was no discernable change when the laser intensity
was reduced by a factor of q,10 (the maximum permitted
by the signal to noise ratio). Furthermore; a mass
spectrum for benzene published in the literature 30 , which
closely resembles that shown in Figure 4.12, was recorded
using laser intensities comparable to the values quoted
in Section 4.2.
Secondly, as discussed in Section 4.1.2(b), it seems
that Class A behaviour should be assumed, at the twophoton resonance level, for the laser wavelengths employed
here (53,300-51,100 cm). Thus, the disappearance of the
molecular ion signal cannot be due to a fast dissociation
process. occurring below the Ionization Potential. This is
also indicated by the benzene 13 and para-xylene 40 mass
spectra obtained using ArF excimer laser radiation
(193 nm 51,800 cm- 1 ). The much larger one-photon absorption
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cross-section from the ground state in this energy region
allows much lower laser intensities to be utilized
(<20 MW cm 2 ). For both molecules, at these reduced
laser intensities, the molecular ion appears as a
relatively strong signal in the mass spectrum, thus
suggesting Class A behaviour (see Section 4.1.2(b)).
With increasing laser intensity, this signal rapidly
diminishes in relative strength, providing a consistent
picture with the higher intensity two-photon resonant
spectra presented here.
The final possible explanation for the absence of
high mass ionic fragments follows that introduced in
Section 4.2, although in this three-photon ionization process,
it is the four-photon level which is now of importance.
For the laser wavelength of 385.7 nm, used to generate the
para-xylene spectrum shown in Figure 4.12, the four-photon
level lies

IN,

4.4 eV above the para-xylene Ionization

Potential. Hence it is situated. very close to the A

transition43 band head shown in Figure 4.5(b). Furthermore
this energy is considerably closer to the 2.03 eV
dissociation threshold than was the case for the excitation
energies employed to generate the spectra discussed in
Section 4.2. As fully explained there, these two factors
+
+
contribute to a decrease in the M and (M-CH 3 )ion
signals relative to the smaller ionic fragments. In the
0

present case, the complete absence of both high mass
fragments presumably indicates saturation of the up-pumping
steps in Figure 4.7, due to the greater laser intensities
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used (with lower laser pulse energies high mass fragments
are apparent 41 ). A similar argument can be invoked in
the case of the intermediate mass ionic fragments (m/e 90 40) which are almost completely absent from the spectrum.

Two-Photon Resonant MPI Mass Spectra
Although considerable time and effort was
expended attempting to generate S 1 two-photon resonant
four-photon ionization mass spectra of the xylenes, using
laser wavelengths in the 500-540 nm range, this proved
possible only when the laser system was operating optimally
(i.e. intensities

n, 60

GW cm 2 ) and at sample pressures

at which ion-molecule reactions (Section 4.1.5) are
playing a significant role.
It was observed that the spectra thus generated did
show considerable fragmentation, consistent with the
published results from studies in which mass spectrometers
with higher collection efficiencies have been employed 21 .
However, this level of fragmentation is not surprising
in. view of the high laser intensities used, which are
necessitated by the small ionization cross-section for
this process.
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Summary
The work presented here has demonstrated that

Multiphoton Ionization mass spectra of the xylene isomers
are readily generated by tunable dye laser radiation.
Using a range of laser intensities and wavelengths, it
is shown that the extent of fragmentation varies widely.
Either the molecula'r ion or the bare carbon ion can
become the most intense peak in the MPI mass spectrum.
Such wide diversity in the fragmentation pattern
is rationalized by considering a simple kinetic model
for the dissociation of the xylene molecular ion. The
agreement between the model predictions and the
experimental data provides evidence in favour of the ionic
states mechanism of laser induced ionic fragmentation.
For the smaller ionic species, a qualitative correlation
between the heat of formation of an ionic fragment and its
laser intensity dependence is also noted.
Comparison with 70 eV Electron Impact mass spectra
indicates that laser excitation can generate the energyexpensive ionic fragments in much greater relative abundance
than that resulting from the conventional ionization
technique. This behaviour is due to fundamental
differences in the ionic fragmentation mechanism involved
in the two cases.. As for Electron Impact Ionization,
the MPI mass spectral fragmentation patterns of the three
isomers are virtually identical, suggesting that
rearrangement to a common intermediate occurs.
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CHAPTER 5

MPI-MS Analysis of the Xylenes
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5.1

Lasers in Chemical Analysis
The use of lasers in chemical analysis has rapidly

become a major research field with many novel methods
being developed and applied to a wide range of challenging
analytical problems 1-3. Laser-based analysis tends to be
characterised by high' sensitivity combined with high
specificity. As has been noted previously 3 , such a
combination can actually achieve better detection limits
in analysis of real samples than a more sensitive but
less selective method.
Multiphoton Ionization, although only one such laser
technique, has attracted particular attention due to the
high intrinsic efficiency of ion detection yielding
great sensitivity. Indeed Hurst and co-workers 4 using
laser ionization have achieved the ultimate in sensitivity,
the detection of a single atom. In the original
demonstration, the presence of one atom of Cesium in
1019 particles, of Argon and Methane was detected, using
a 'proportional counter', an ionization cell with a
high electrode. voltage (1000 V) resulting in

rulO

amplification of the initially formed charge by gasphase collisional cascade. This atom-counting technique,
enabling rare events to be individually monitored, has
allowed.some fundamental aspects of chemical physics to
be investigated for the first time 3 . A proportional
counter has also occasionally been employed with
molecular systems.
5
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For general analytical purposes however, interest
has been aroused principally by the union of laser multiphoton ionization with mass spectrometry (MPI-MS) 6 ,
which has provided a powerful new approach to solving
many of the less tractable isomeric, isotopic, and
elemental problems of conventional mass spectrometric
analysis.
The application of MPI-MS to analysis of the
xylene isomers illustrates well both the principles
involved and the advantages offered by this new approach.

5.2 MPI-MS Analysis of the Xylenes
Xylenes are important industrial base chemicals,
being oxidized to orthç-, meta- and para-phthalic acids.
The first two compounds are employed in the manufacture of
alkyd resins, whilst thethird, also called Terephthalic
acid, is used in a highly purified form for making the
synthetic fibre Terylene by the AMOCO process. A highly
sensitive analytical technique for detecting the xylenes
and discriminating between the isomers is thus clearly
commercially desirable.
Considering first conventional mass,spectrometric
techniques. As shown earlier (Figure 4.2) the electron
impact mass spectra of the three xyienes are. virtually
identical, hence almost no distinction between the
species is provided by this method. Chemical ionization-
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proton exchange mass spectrometry has recently shown some
ability to distinguish the meta-isomer from the orthoand para- compounds if the xylenes are individually
examined 7 . However for quantitative analysis of isomeric
mixtures the technique is of limited utility. Gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) represents a
well-established mass spectrometric method for analysing
some isomeric systems, nevertheless, as will be seen
shortly, laser MPI-MS has the advantage compared to GC-MS
of being a real-time technique (which is vital for rapid
monitoring applications). Moreover the technique
can also transfer flexibily between systems by tuning
the laser wavelength.
The-novel aspect of MPI-MS, and the one crucial to
analysis of the xylenes, is the selectivity of laser
ionization, the other mass spectrometric ionization methods
being essentially non-selective.. Figure 3.2 clearly
demonstrates how such selectivity is accomplished.
Irradiating a mixture of the jet-cooled isomers with
272.21 nm laser light readily ionizes para-xylene since
this wavelength is one-photon resonant with the intense
S0 - S 1 origin band of this isomer. This wavelength
though is off-resonance for the other two isomers, and
hence their ionization cross-sections are many orders of
magnitude smaller. However, by simply tuning to an
appropriate wavelength (267.97 nm for ortho-, 270.56 nm
for meta-), these xyienes can, in turn, be selectively
ionized from the mixture.
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If laser ionization occurs in the ion source of a
mass spectrometer then, as shown in Chapter 4, an MPI
mass spectrum is generated (the (rn/e) axis of the mass
spectrum can be imagined as extending perpendicular to
the .Figure 3.2 page). A second dimension is thus added
to conventional mass spectrometry since compound
identification can be achieved not only by means of the
mass spectrum (the (m/e) dimension) but also by choice
of the laser wavelength (A).
Laser intensity has sometimes been considered as a
third dimension to MPI-MS, since variation of the
intensity affects the observed fragmentation pattern
(e.g. see Figure

4•3)819•

However for analytical purposes,

a third dimension is unnecessary. Furthermore, as
mentioned earlier (Section 2.1), the laser intensity is
a very difficult parameter to quantify. Thus only two
dimensions ((m/e) and A) will be discussed in detail here.
For MPI-MS analysis of relatively large polyatomic
molecules, such as the xylenes, the importance of
supersonic expansion cooling must be emphasized. Completely
wavelength-selective ionization obviously cannot be
achieved if the resonances of different components of a
mixture overlap. This cooling plays a. vital role by
dramatically narrowing the broad room temperature spectral
resonances. In addition, a gain in sensitivity can result
since, when the laser is tuned to a transition, a much
greater proportion of the sample molecules are resonant
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within the narrow laser bandwidth. (Indeed, this
resonance condition limits the present ultimate sensitivity
achievable for polyatomic molecules at room temperature 10 ' 22 ).
Finally, it should be noted that, since discrimination
between the isomers is due to differences in the separation
of energy levels below the Ionization Potential, it is
the stepwise nature of REMPI (conventional mass spectrometric ionization processes are single step) that enables
the exploitation of these disparities for mass
spectrometric purposes. The narrow dye laser bandwidth
is thus also significant since such differences can often
be no more than a few wavenumbers.

Following a review in the next section of previously
published MPI-MS isomeric work, the analysis of the xylenes
will be reconsidered in Section 5.4 on a quantitative
basis.

5.3

Survey of MPI-MS Isomeric Analysis
One of the earliest demonstrations of the ability

of MPI-MS to distinguish between the isomers of large
organic molecules was by Lubman et al in 1980. They
showed that the two C 8 H 10 isomers, azulene and napthalene,
could be readily discriminated, via the selective ionization
of the former using 532. nm laser light.
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Hudgens, Seaver and DeCorpo '2 , studying cis- and
trans-i ,2-dichloroethene, achieved greater than 10:1
ionization selectivity (the ratio of the Total Ion signals
of the two isomers at a particular wavelength) even without
supersonic cooling. However, for larger molecules,
although a few isomeric pairs (e.g. anthracene-phenanthrene 8 ' 13
and azulene-napthalene) possess sufficiently different room
temperature absorption spectra that a degree of wavelengthselective ionization is possible, investigations of the
tetracene-triphenylene 8 and 1-methylnapthalene-2methy1napthalene 14 systems indicate that expansion cooling
is required for useful analytical performance.
In all the above studies (and also for norbornadienequadricyclane 15 ) the MPI-MS fragmentation patterns (the
(nile) dimension) of the isomers were found to show no more
significant differences than in their Electron Impact
mass spectra. Thus isomeric discrimination must usually be
accomplished by wavelength-selective ionization alone.
Nevertheless, Parker and Bernstein 16 have demonstrated,
in the case of some alkyl iodide isomeric pairs (isopropyln-propyl and tert-butyl-n-butyl), that whereas the
Electron Impact mass spectra of the isomers are similar
or virtually identical, those resulting from laser
ionization differ markedly. Thus, in this particular
instance, it was concluded that rearrangement of these
isomeric molecules to a common structure was not taking
place.
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Unquestionably the most impressive isomeric work
to date has been that of Lubman and co-workers employing
an integrated supersonic nozzle/time-of-flight mass
spectrometer apparatus. Following a reanalysis of the
azulene-napthalene system 8 , their study of the cresol
isomers

(ortho-, meta- and para- CH 3 C 6 H 4 OH) first fully

demonstrated the analytical power of the MPI-MS technique.
A discrimination limit corresponding to a single part
of one cresol isomer in 300-500 parts of another was
established and a sensitivity limit of 20-40 parts per
billion of cresol in air could be estimated.
Other laser ionization isomeric analytical methods
should also be mentioned- here, although they are of
much less general significance.
Firstly, isomer selective ionization from mixtures
has been achieved in a few cases 17,18 by judicious choice
of laser wavelength, such that the two-photon level lies
above the Ionization Potential of one isomer but below
that of the other components. However, in a multicomponent mixture, only the species with the lowest
Ionization Potential can ever be selectively ionized
using this technique.
Secondly, Lubman and Kronick 19 have also attempted
to analyse the xylenes by replacing the mass spectrometer
with an ion-mobility spectrometer, in which ions are
separated according to their mobility in a drift gas under
the influence of an applied electric field. Whilst a

- 117 sensitivity of a few parts per billion was demonstrated,
no discrimination between the isomers proved possible.

5.4 Experimental Analytical Performance
5.4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 it was demonstrated that for the xylenes,
as for most of the systems discussed in Section 5.3, the
MP.I-MS fragmentation patterns of the isomers are virtually
identical under a variety of laser conditions. Any
distinction between the isomers in these circumstances must
thus be accomplished entirely by means of the laser
wavelength dimension. Hence, the one dimensional Total Ion
current wavelength spectra of the xylenes can be
utilized here, in order to assess the isomeric analytical
performance of MPI-MS.
Only the one-photon resonant two-photon ionization
(R2PI) process is discussed in detail here, since it is
by far the most suitable for these analytical purposes.
Although Figure 5.1 demonstrates that it is possible
to generate two-photon resonant four-photon ionization
spectra with equally good signal-to-noise ratio, in
practise, achieving spectra of such quality is considerably
more difficult even using a high-power dye laser, due to
the very much smaller ionization cross-section for this
process. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.4, at the
high intensity levels required, the diagnostically useful
high mass ions are unlikely to figure prominently in the
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- 118 resulting fragmentation pattern. The two-photon resonant
three-photon ionization process discussed in Section 4.3
is also of little analytical utility here, since the
lifetime broadened resonances cannot be narrowed by
cooling, and hence virtually no isomer-selective
ionization is possible. In addition, the high mass fragments
are only discernable at greatly diminished laser intensity
with concomitant loss of sensitivity.
5.4.2 Selectivity
For analysis of xylene mixtures, as discussed in
Section 5.2, the possible extent of selective ionization
is determined by the overlap of the resonances for the
individual isomers. Figure 3.2 demonstrates that, for
the R2PI process, expansion cooling can almost completely
eradicate the overlap between the room temperature
resonances in their S 0 - S 1 spectra 20 . Hence, in theory
at least, an almost infinite discrimination limit can be
achieved in the supersonic jet. In reality however,
equipment restrictions will always set a much lower
practical limit for analysis.
In order to determine the discrimination limit between
the xylenes for the supersonic jet apparatus in Edinburgh,
a liquid mixture of .1 part para-xylene to 20 parts of
the ortho- isomer was investigated.
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the region of the spectrum
containing the para-xylene origin band resonance together
with its associated structure (cf. Figure 3.2). From
the signal-to-noise ratio of ''10:1 for the origin band
itself, it can be estimated that a 200:1 o-xylene:p-xylene
mixture represents the present discrimination limit for
the equipment.
5.4.3 Sensitivity
The detection limit of the supersonic nozzle apparatus
can be derived from the R2PI spectra presented in Figure 3.2.
Taking the meta-xylene spectrum (Figure 3.2(b)) as
example, the signal-to-noise ratio of the origin band is
rj35 : 1. Assuming that. vapour equilibrium is achieved in
the sample cylinder, then the supersonic molecular beam
sample concentration is determined by the meta-xylene
room temperature vapour pressure (6 torr) divided by
the helium backing pressure 06 bar for Figure 3.2(b)),
i.e. 1 part xylene. to 760 parts helium. Hence a
minimum detectable concentration (a signal-to-noise ratio
of unity) of 40 parts. per million can be estimated.
(The real detection limit may actually be somewhat better
since vapour equilibrium may not be fully attained17).

Og (p-xylene)

I

I

272

272.5
(nm.)

Figure 5.2 The para-xylene origin band region of the onephoton S 1 resonant two-photon ionization supersonic jet spectrum for a 5% para-xylene in
ortho-xylene mixture
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Such a value correlates with an order-of-magnitude
estimate of the detection limit taking the total number
density in the ionization volume to be 'io 15 molecules cm- 3 21
(i.e. 4 x 1010 xylene molecules cm 3 ). Assuming an
effective ionization volume of '2 x 10 -5 cm 322 and.a
sample ionization efficiency within this volume of "1% 8
then '8 x 10 3 ion pairs are created 02.5 x 10
Coulombs).
Although all cations and photoelectrons are collected
(without gas phase amplification) by their respective
electrode plates within n,10- 6 sec, the time constant
of the amplifier stretches this pulse out to 10 4s as
measured on an oscilliscope. Thus the effective ionization
current is 1'2.5 x 10 -10 Amps which, when amplified by
10

Volts Amp 1 , generates a signal level of "2.5 my.

This final, value corresponds, as expected for the
detection limit, to the detector output noise level.
It should also be noted here that the spectra
presented in Figure 3.2 were obtained using greatly reduced
pulse energies 0.,50 J). With the full dye laser output,
an increase in the ionization signal of approximately 2
orders of magnitude was generated. However at these
higher pulse energies 0500 J) the R2PI discrete
resonances are greatly broadened by saturation effects 9 ' 23 .
For analysis of xylene mixtures, the resulting loss of
ionization selectivity overrides any gain in sensitivity;
nevertheless, for other analytical applications in which
selectivity is not paramount, this high intensity regime
would be appropriate.
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The sensitivity of the quadrupole mass spectrometer
apparatus operating on total ion mode was also
experimentally determined. The full dye laser output
yielded 600 my of secondary electron multiplier signal
when resonant with the S 0
xylene sample at 10

~

S 1 origin band of a meta-

torr (3 x 1011 molecules cm 3 ).

From the SEM output noise level, roughly 1 my, a detection
limit of approximately 1O 9 molecules cm

3
-

was deduced.

However, to record a mass spectrum the minimum sample
number density would have needed to be close to
1010 molecules cm 3 , due to the quadrupole transmission
function of only a few percent (Section 2.4).
Subsequent to these experiments, an ion source
for the quadrupole mass spectrometer more appropriate for
laser ionization was fabricated as part of an undergraduate project 24 . This differed from the variable
voltage electron impact ionization source used in the
work here as follows:
The laser ionization region was unenclosed
to allow the future introduction of a
supersonic molecular beam.
The spatially well defined laser ionization
volume permitted the design of a source with an
order of magnitude increase in ion collection
efficiency.
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Hence the present mass spectrometer apparatus detection
limits for xylene can be conservatively estimated as
torr for total ion mode and

torr for

partial mode operation.

5.5

Survey of MPI-MS Isotopic and
Elemental Analysis
Whilst attention in this work has focussed on

isomeric analysis, it should be noted that the selectivity
of resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization has also
been exploited in order to simplify isotopic and
elemental mass spectrometric analysis.
For isotopic analysis of course, the mass spectrometer itself discriminates between species of different
mass. However any ionization selectivity augments this
figure, thus the overall, discrimination can be high even
for an inexpensive low resolution instrument 25 . TheC
isotopic species of aromatic systems have been
selectively ionized in a supersonic jet. Although the
isotopic shift for such species is typically less than
5 cm-

very narrow resonances of expansion-cooled

molecules combined with the high resolution of narrow
bandwidth dye laser light, have' enabled ionization
enrichment factors of 20-30 to be achieved 26 ' 27 .
Resonant two-photon ionization in supersonic beams has also
been used recently to selectively ionize chlorine and
28
bromine isotopes in large aromatic molecules.
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For elemental work, the most important application
of MPI-MS thus far, has been in the mass spectrometric
analysis of mixtures of heavy elements. The laser
technique, by selectively ionizing a single element,
greatly alleviates the severe analytical problems of
isobaric interference 29 .

5.6

Laser Desorption Mass Spectrometry (LDMS)
During the course of the MPI-MS studies it was

noticed that an intense mass spectrum of xylene could
be generated when the laser beam was incident on a
metal surface. inside the mass spectrometer ion source.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the intensity dependence of such
spectra, clearly indicating an increase in the extent
of fragmentation with increasing laser intensity. Whilst
this behaviour mimics that for the pure gas-phase spectra
(see Figure 4.3), the ionization signal produced by
laser irradiation of the metal surface was found to be
wavelength-independent, thus demonstrating that a
fundamentally different ionization process is involved.
Previously published work has also noted. various surface
effects on MPI signals, however the mechanism involved
has yet to be clearly resolved 30,31.
Such Laser Desorption mass spectra were not
investigated further, since without wavelength-selective
ionization no discrimination between the isomers could
be achieved. Nevertheless, for analysis of larger, more

Fri

intensity

ium intensity

intensity

110

90

70

50
(m/e)

30

10

Figure 5.3 Laser intensity dependence of the ortho-xylene
Laser Desorption mass spectra
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complex, molecules and solids, Laser Desorption Mass
Spectrometry is of considerable current analytical
interest 1,6,32-38

5.7

Summary
In the work presented here, the technique of

Multiphoton Ionization Mass Spectrometry (MPI-MS) has
been applied, for the first time, to the industriallyimportant analysis of the xylene isomers. The difficulties
encountered in discriminating between the isomers using
conventional ionization techniques are shown to be
readily overcome by the selectivity of laser ionization
in a supersonic molecular beam. For the supersonic jet
apparatus used in this work, a discrimination limit of
a single part of one isomer in 200 parts of another is
demonstrated, and a sensitivity (whilst preserving
ionization selectivity) of 40 parts per million in
Helium is estimated. Moreover, a further two orders of
magnitude gain in sensitivity can be accomplished if
isomer-selective ionization is not required.
This work has clearly demonstrated that the
sensitivity and selectivity of the MPI-MS technique can
provide, the analytical chemist with a powerful new
approach to the problems associated with isomeric analysis.
In addition to analysis of liquid mixtures, the MPI-MS
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analytical performance suggests possible application to
atmospheric monitoring of aromatic compounds.
Future integration of the supersonic nozzle and mass
spectrometer apparatus will enable the general capability
of the method in simplifying the analysis of a
variety of complex mixtures to be fully assessed.
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Character Tables

Table A.1

I

C 2 (z)

C 2 (y)

C 2 (x)

i

a(xy)

a(xz)

a(yz)

Ag

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

B1

1

1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

B2

1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

B 3

1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

D 2

A

U

S yz

T

Bi
B 2u

1

-1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

1

B3

1

-1

-1

1

-1

1

1

-1

Ty
T

Table A.2

2v
A1

I

i

1

2
1

Cy

1

1

A2
B1
B2

T , Sxxi yy
S, S zz

Sxy
1

-1

1

-1

T,S
xz
x
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Appendix 2
Symmetry Correlation Table

(from Reference 1 following Mulliken symmetry axis
recomendat ions 2 )

D( Benzene)

D(p-xytene)

C(o-xyte ne)

z

y

Y

1—+

CH

L(m-xy1ene)

C H3

C H3 c
CH3

CH3
A

A

ig

A

g

B2

B2

ig

B1

A2

B 2g

A2

B1

B

B ig

B

B 2g

+B 2g

E ig

B

E 2g

A +B 3g
g

ig

A 1 +B 2
A2

A2

3u

B1

B1

B lu

B•
2

A1

B 2u

A1

B2

A

A 2u

B

B 1u
B 2u

E 2u

A2 +B 1

u

A lu

lu

A1

3g

A 2g

E

1

Blu +B 2u
Au +B 3u

A1 +B 2
A2 +B 1

A +B 2
1
A2 +B
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Conferences and Lectures Attended

Lectures Attended
In accordance with the regulations of the
University of Edinburgh, the Department of Chemistry, the
following lectures and lecture courses were attended
during the past three years.
Fortran 77 Computing CourseLasers and Quantum Optics
Modern Spectroscopic Techniques
The Chemistry of the Photographic Process
Molecular Electronics

In addition, many of the regular departmental
seminars and all research group meetings were attended.

Conferences Attended
Royal Society of Chemistry, Faraday Division,
Gas Kinetics Group meetings. Bristol (January 1983),
Cardiff (September 1983).
Institute of Physics, Laser Chemistry meeting
(March 1984) .
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3rd International Conference on Multiphoton
Processes. Crete (September 1984).
Royal Society of Chemistry, Faraday Division,
High Resolution Spectroscopy Group meeting.
Reading (December 1984).

